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NYSSCPA marks historic return to Wall Street with open house event
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

T

he NYSSCPA officially unveiled its
new headquarters at 14 Wall Street
with an open house event on Dec. 18.
Though the Society has been operating in the new space since the summer, the
event, titled “Return to Wall Street,” served
as a formal welcome for members and a
celebration of the organization’s move back
to Manhattan’s Financial District, where it
was founded in 1897 and remained until
1939. The NYSSCPA had its first office at
11 Wall Street, next to the New York Stock
Exchange; its new offices sit just across the
street, in what was originally known as the
Bankers Trust Company Building. Constructed in 1912, the building served as the
early headquarters of JP Morgan & Co. Its

From left: FAE Trustees President-elect Jennifer George, NYSSCPA President J. Michael Kirkland, Executive Director
Joanne S. Barry and President-elect Scott M. Adair cut the ribbon on the Society’s new Wall Street headquarters.

top floor was used as a personal apartment by
J. Pierpont Morgan himself.

The evening began with a ribbon cutting ceremony led by NYSSCPA President

J. Michael Kirkland. Noting that a portrait of
the NYSSCPA’s founding president, Charles
Waldo Haskins, hangs in the business lounge,
Kirkland said that the Society’s early leader
was an advocate of fellowship among CPAs,
and pushed for CPAs to educate themselves
and the public—principles that hold true
more than a century later. “[It] is more important today than it was years ago,” Kirkland
said. “[It] is our duty. It is our responsibility.”
Attendees—including senior representatives from several accounting firms and New
York state Controller Thomas P. DiNapoli’s
office—also participated in the dedication of
the Society’s Wall of Appreciation. The crystal-engraved wall recognizes members and
friends who have contributed to the Society’s
See Wall Street, on page 4

Society cautions IAASB and PCAOB against expanding auditor’s role
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

I

n a pair of recently released comment
letters, the NYSSCPA cautioned that efforts by regulators to expand the role of
the auditor and provide more hand holding to investors as they navigate a company’s
financial information would not only fail to
improve users’ understanding of entities, but
could create further confusion.
The comment letters, which were published
on Nov. 19 and Dec. 10, were in response to
proposals by the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) and
the Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board (PCAOB) that would require audit
professionals to disclose more information in

the audit report than they do now.
Under its proposal, PCAOB Release
2013-005, Docket Matter 034, which was
published on Aug. 13, the PCAOB would
require that the auditor communicate
“critical audit matters” in the report to help
illustrate for investors and other financial
statement users the areas that he or she found
challenging. This, the PCAOB said, would
provide users with previously unknown
information about the audit, enabling them
to conduct a more thorough analysis of the
financial statement, and bridge what the
board said is an information asymmetry
between investors and management.
The comment letter to the IAASB
was written in response to its exposure
draft “Reporting on Audited Financial

Statements: Proposed New and Revised
International Standards on Auditing,” which
was released to the public on July 25. With
respect to disclosures, the proposal is similar
to the PCAOB’s: Auditors would be required
to communicate “key audit matters” in the
report, so as to provide a document that could
be more informative, particularly to investors.
In both cases, the NYSSCPA came out
strongly against the idea, arguing that, because
auditing is a very complex, professional
discipline that takes years of education,
training and experience to perform well,
financial statement users probably won’t get
anything useful from reading critical details of
audit engagements, and that it is unreasonable
to expect the report to provide it.
“We believe that financial statement users
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could never reasonably and meaningfully
assess the effectiveness of such professional
judgments, in relation to possible alternatives,
without all the factual and technical
knowledge that is available to the auditor,”
the Society wrote in both the IAASB and
PCAOB comment letters.
What’s more, the Society said it believes
there is “little persuasive evidence that
securities analysts and investor groups will
actually find such disclosures in audit reports
useful or will rely on them for making or
recommending investment decisions, or that
such a section will result in more informed
and better investment decisions.”
Elliot L. Hendler, a member of the SEC
See Auditor’s Role, on page 3
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z PRESIDENT’S COMMENTARY
Our commitment to excellence

L

ast month, The New York Times published an interesting story about the
South Korean conglomerate Samsung.
Just a few decades ago, the company
was largely considered, as the Times put it,
“a second-rate maker of household appliances.” Today, it is one of the most profitable
electronics manufacturers in the world. Still,
as it finished 2013 a clear industry leader,
Samsung’s management found itself urging
employees to set their sights even higher. “As
we move forward, we must resist complacency and thoughts of being good enough, as
these will prevent us from becoming better,”
its chairman, Lee Kun-hee, wrote in a staffwide email. “[We] must start anew to reach
loftier goals and ideals.”
Of course, this philosophy isn’t unique to
Samsung—it’s common among winning
sports teams, individuals who leave their mark
on society, and companies that have changed
the way we do business. It is also a philosophy we share here at the NYSSCPA; rather
than rest on the laurels of our 116-year history, we’ve chosen to embrace innovation and
push the organization to do even more for its
members, the profession and the public.
That desire to resist complacency and to
set our sights higher is in large part what
spurred the Society’s move to its new Wall
Street headquarters. Relocating to downtown Manhattan where the rents are cheaper allowed us to make substantial upgrades
to our technology, video capabilities and
conference room facilities. Indeed, many of
you—those who have visited the offices to
take CPE or attend committee meetings,
as well as those who saw the office for the
first time at the Society’s open house last
month—have felt the difference and shared
your excitement with us.
New headquarters are one very visible
sign of change, but the forward-thinking

approach behind it permeates other areas
As your president I am asking for your
of Society business as well. With an eye to- support and your help as we continue to
wards our future, we have worked hard to move forward. For the first time in many
grow our diversity program for high school years, we have more than 29,000 members.
students, Career Opportunities in the Ac- Imagine the possibilities if we all commitcounting Profession (COAP) and strength- ted to making the NYSSCPA even stronger
en the Foundation for Accounting
than it already is.
Education (FAE), the education
So, what can you do? What
arm of the NYSSCPA. We’ve
New Year’s resolutions can you
launched exciting new proadd to your list to benefit the
grams to engage and atSociety and the profession?
tract Young CPAs, such
Consider chapter, comas our career development
mittee or state-wide board
magazine NextGen and our
service. Consider volunteerYoung Leadership Circle,
ing as a seminar speaker or
which aims to identify and
a seminar sponsor. Consider
J. Michael Kirkland
train the next generation
participating in COAP, and
of NYSSCPA leaders. What’s more, your other Society high school and college out2013/14 Society Board of Directors has reach efforts. Start a dialogue with your commade solid commitments to continue this pany’s management about creating or exmomentum. To that end, the board has set panding internship programs for high school
up five task forces: a diversity task force and college students. Consider volunteering
chaired by George Victor; a governance task for a charitable event. Consider becoming a
force to review our bylaws chaired by Eric mentor and/or tutor. Consider attending a
Kramer; a best practices task force chaired FAE seminar and/or conference. Consider
by Joseph M. Falbo Jr. that is looking for attending a chapter event and/or seminar.
ways to streamline our organizational op- Consider inviting a client to an NYSSCPA
erations; an Annual Membership Meeting event. Consider recruiting a new member
task force chaired by John Kearney that is (visit nysscpa.org for more information about
working to establish an annual social and the various membership categories). And, finetworking event for the membership; and nally, consider sending the board your ideas
a strategic plan task force chaired by Presi- and sharing your views; you can do that by
dent-elect Scott Adair that is charged with emailing me at the address below.
reviewing and making recommended changIt’s because of the volunteer efforts of you,
es to the Society’s strategic plan.
our members, that the NYSSCPA is so well
The central goal of these task forces is to respected by political and business leaders
ensure that we are honoring and respecting and why we have the trust and respect of the
the great history of the NYSSCPA, while public.
building a solid structure for the future. That
On behalf of the 2013/14 board, I wish you
structure will ensure that the NYSSCPA and yours a healthy and prosperous New Year.
continues to be a vibrant leadership organization that is sought out by government, acpresident@nysscpa.org
ademia and industry on the issues of the day.

New York CPAs. The central importance
of the FAE’s efforts to New York CPAs
makes service as an FAE trustee a highly fulfilling activity for members
s chair of the NYSSCPA
interested in giving back to the
Selection Subcommitprofession. The FAE, the educatee, the Board of Directional arm of the NYSSCPA, has
tors has tasked me with
its own governing body—a 9- to
seeking the names of NYSSCPA
12-person Board of Trustees—9
members interested in serving
of whom serve a three-year term.
Scott M. Adair
on the Board of Trustees of the
The trustees’ three-year terms are
Foundation for Accounting Education, evenly staggered, so three vacancies ocInc. (FAE). The FAE is very important to cur each year. According to its bylaws, the
the members of the Society because it ad- FAE’s Board of Trustees acts to fill vacanministers the lifelong learning program for cies in the three-year positions on the FAE
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FAE Trustees
Continued from page 2
in the Accounting Profession (COAP), a
week-long program geared toward encouraging minority high school students to enter the accounting profession. In November
2009, the Society’s Benevolent Fund was
merged into the FAE. If there is an application for benefits, FAE trustees would
be responsible for evaluating such requests.
There is no compensation for service on the
FAE board.

Eligibility requirements
According to Foundation bylaws, to serve
on the FAE board, a prospective candidate must be a CPA and a member in good
standing of the NYSSCPA. Trustees are
appointed based on their interest and ability to contribute to the educational goals of
the Foundation. Trustee selection, to the
extent possible, represents a cross section of
the Society’s membership in terms of geography and areas of professional practice.
Over and above the Foundation’s bylaw
requirements, it is beneficial for candidates
to have taken FAE courses or to have been
responsible for sending others to FAE programs. In addition, candidates should be familiar with the market for adult learning in
a continuing professional education envi-
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Auditor’s Role
ronment. FAE primarily targets small- and
medium-sized CPA firms. The market is expanding into programs for industry CPAs
as well.

How to serve
Those interested in serving on the FAE
Board of Trustees should send an email to
my attention at presidentelect@nysscpa.org
by Feb. 14. The e-mail should include their
résumé and a statement of their interest
and ability to contribute to the educational
goals of the Foundation. Candidate information will be forwarded to the Selections
Subcommittee of the NYSSCPA Board of
Directors, which will propose to the Society’s Board of Directors the names of individuals to fill the three FAE vacancies. The
Society’s board will submit at least six nominees to the FAE Board of Trustees. The
FAE board then appoints three individuals
from among the nominees by the Society’s
Board to become FAE trustees.
If you are interested in serving on the
FAE board, I need to hear from you by
Feb. 14.
presidentelect@nysscpa.org

Continued from front page
Practice Committee and one of the drafters
of the PCAOB comment letter, said the
audit report, as it currently stands, is just fine.
“We’ve tweaked it a little over the years, [but
essentially it all comes down to] here’s what
we audited… management is responsible for
this and we’re responsible for that, and here’s
our opinion,” he said. The boards, according
to Hendler, are trying to expand the report
in ways “that should be of no concern to
the user, but to the audit committee and
management.”
Julian E. Jacoby, the current chair of
the Auditing Standards Committee who
contributed to both comment letters, added
that in most cases the financial report itself and
the associated disclosures would be more useful
for communicating relevant information than
the audit report, as these documents tend to
have much more information as it is.
The other major component of the PCAOB
proposal that the Society commented on is
a standard that would require the auditor
to identify material inconsistencies between
other information outside the financial
statements and the financial statement data
itself that could be difficult for investors
and other users to identify on their own.
While auditors are currently required to
read and consider this other information,
the proposal would specifically apply the
auditor’s responsibility for other information
to the audit report, and would require him
or her to evaluate the other information for
material misstatement and inconsistency or
manner of presentation, and disclose his or
her responsibility in this area.
On this point, the Society felt that the
PCAOB went too far. It said that the auditor’s
responsibility should be to read the other
information in the context of understanding
the entity, its environment, activities, and
financial performance and condition, and
to consider whether there may be a material
inconsistency, misstatement of fact or both.
This is in contrast to the language in the
proposal, which says the auditor would
“evaluate” this information—wording that the
Society said implies a more in-depth level of
analysis than should be required. However,
the Society did say that more attention to the
other information would likely help readers to
be more informed.
“We believe it is likely that the overall quality
of the information available to investors and
other financial statement users might improve,
including an understanding and appreciation
for the limitations on the auditor’s procedures
and responsibilities,” the Society said.

Addressing going concern
The IAASB proposal would require that
the auditor evaluate the appropriateness of
management’s use of the going concern,

rather than liquidation, basis of accounting—
essentially, agreeing or disagreeing with
management’s assessment that its business
is and will continue to be a going concern,
which will be contained in its own separate
section of the audit report.
The Society, however, disagreed, as it
worried that such a change would elevate
going concern from a normally expected
condition of an entity—a sort of default
value that is only discussed in audit reports
in cases such as material uncertainty, or
areas where alternative liquidation bases
are appropriate—to “a level of importance
that rises above all other usual accounting
conventions.” The Society felt that the audit
report is not the place to inform users of
basic underlying accounting conventions,
and that going concern is only one of many
significant conventions that are normal and
expected “and need not be singled out to the
exclusion of all others.” Further, it said, such
a statement “would be (and should be) of
virtually no value to users when continuation
of operations as a going concern is not viewed
as materially uncertain.”
“We felt it was not helpful to an
understanding of the issues,” Jacoby said.
“Addressing going concern in every auditor’s
report is not necessary.”
The IAASB proposal also included a
requirement to include the engagement
partner name on the report, much like
a separate PCAOB proposal devoted
specifically to this idea that recently came
out (see “Society members skeptical of
value in disclosing auditor name” on page
7 for more on the PCAOB effort). The
Society came out against this measure
as well, saying that it would not provide
meaningful transparency or information
to users of financial statements and that, in
addition, an audit is a team effort, where all
are accountable for the results.
Such a disclosure, the letter warned,
“would likely be the creation of an
unnecessarily exaggerated user impression
of the extent of responsibility placed on
the engagement partner in relation to
other members of the audit team and, more
significantly, the audit firm.” Moreover,
the Society felt that such a measure would
not increase any sense of responsibility for
the audit quality, since there are already
numerous professional and regulatory
pressures.
“If a firm identifies weakness in the
performance of an engagement partner,
this doesn’t have to be in the public domain
[under] any circumstance,” Jacoby said.
“The firm will generally take appropriate
measures to remediate that partner or
suspend his privileges. It’s a very serious
issue within firms.”
gaetano@nysscpa.org
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Wall Street
Continued from front page
Build-a-Better-Profession campaign (www.
nysscpa.org/buildabetterprofession), which
supports ongoing technology upgrades for
members’ educational needs.
In homage to the NYSSCPA’s turn-ofthe–20th century roots, the open house
evoked the music, food and imagery of the
time, with a ragtime band, period-accurate
fare and black-and-white Thomas Edison
film reels of historic New York. Manhattan borough historian Michael Miscione
gave a special presentation about the financial district in the late 19th century,
while “Teddy Roosevelt,” played by Jim
Foote, an impersonator from Long Island,
offered a monologue on both the formation of the State Society and New York
state’s creation of the CPA designation.
Roosevelt, New York City police commissioner in 1897, became governor of New
York state two years later.
Still, even with history a decided theme of
the night, Society leaders turned the focus to
the road ahead. “Our goal was to create an
ambiance that fused the history of the profession with the progressive orientation we’re
taking into the future,” Executive Director
Joanne S. Barry said.
The NYSSCPA’s new base of operations
boasts state-of-the-art technology that
Barry said would better serve members. Its
two classrooms come equipped with extra-large monitors and dedicated laptops for
presentations; its four committee rooms can
stream out video to scores of participants
and have a two-way video conferencing system that works with up to seven locations.
What’s more, the NYSSCPA now has its own
broadcast studio that will be used to produce
CPE content, allowing its Foundation for
Accounting Education (FAE) to lower price

points for courses and make courses more
accessible to members throughout the state.
The new office was selected after a task force
that included Kirkland, President-elect Scott
M. Adair, and Joseph M. Falbo Jr. reviewed
more than 40 properties throughout the city.
Kirkland recalled his initial impression of
the space. “We saw a few locations before
we stumbled onto this one,” he explained.
“When we walked in and looked at it, we
said ‘this could work.’ There was nothing but
bare walls and brick floors and columns, so
you really had to have a great imagination to
say ‘what could we build here?’”
Despite its improved technological capabilities, the new location is actually less expensive
than the old one, which, according to Kirkland, was a key reason for its selection. The
building’s lease also provided for an extensive
landlord build-out, saving the Society more
than $1 million in gross capital expenditures.
For Barry, the member reaction has made
the years of planning well worth the effort.
“The best day we had after we moved was
when one of our members walked into our
lobby and said ‘this is what my professional
organization should look like. I’m proud of
it,’” she said.
Indeed, many members expressed enthusiasm about the change during the open
house. “I love it. The new state-of-the art
lecture rooms are bigger and better—no one
[will have] a problem seeing what’s going
on,” said Harold L. Deiters, a past president
of the NYSSCPA’s Suffolk chapter. “They
did a great job.”
“The new location is wonderful,” added
Beth van Bladel, a Northeast Chapter past
president. “The Society has come such a long
way and the full circle layout of the office
really speaks to the collaboration of the entire
team [at the NYSSCPA].”
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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Luigi Zingales, director of the PCAOB’s Center for Economic Analysis
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

I

n November, the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB)
announced that it had created a new
Center for Economic Analysis and
selected economist Luigi Zingales as the
founding director. Zingales, a professor at
the University of Chicago, is a faculty research fellow for the National Bureau of
Economic Research, a research fellow for
the Center for Economic Policy Research
and a fellow of the European Corporate
Governance Institute. He also serves on the
Committee on Capital Markets Regulation,
which has been examining the legislative,
regulatory and legal issues affecting how
public companies function. He recently
spoke with The Trusted Professional about
his priorities and philosophy for the new
center.

In what ways can the PCAOB benefit from an
economist’s viewpoint? What does economic
analysis add to the PCAOB that it currently
lacks?
The PCAOB is already doing economic
analysis, in terms of rulemaking and policy.
What the board is trying to do with this
center is enrich those efforts with the skills
and resources that academics like me can
provide. The goal is to create baseline analysis and tools that the PCAOB can build
upon in the coming years; I think there is a
very strong effort by the board to base decisions on a framework that considers efficiency, competition and capital formation.
The goal of the center is precisely to help
the PCAOB in that direction.

Do you think there are significant differences
between the accountant’s viewpoint and the
economist’s?
Good accounting is based on good economics, so I don’t think there is a dramatic
difference in how the two think and implement structure. When I talk to my accounting colleagues here, I don’t find that
there is a cultural divide between us. There
is sometimes a big difference in the answers
we come up with, as it’s all in the training,
but I think fundamentally we regard the
problems and look at them in the same way.
I do think there is a big difference between
practitioners and academics, whether the
practitioners are trained in economics or accounting. Practitioners in both fields might
be more like engineers who look at fixing
the current problems, but may be able to
ignore the broader picture. The advantage
of an academic perspective is putting things
in context and looking at the bigger picture.

What will be your first priorities as head of the
Center for Economic Analysis?
To design the work plan of this new center and to work with the board to establish
expectations and goals. My role, really, is to
set this center up so that within a few years
the center will attract the best economists
and accountants in the country on an ongoing basis. I think the primary goal is twofold: first, to do high-quality research that
will inform both best practices for what the
PCAOB does internally and provide guidance for rulemaking. The second role would
be to provide an empirical framework to
help cost benefit analysis of the decisions the
PCAOB makes.

What would you say your specialty is as an economist? How will you apply that specialty to the
work of the PCAOB?
If I had to define myself, I’d say there are
probably a few characteristics that distinguish
me from other talented economists. Number one, I tend to be quite open-minded and
cross-disciplinary. I think this will be helpful
because I want to bring a lot of research together here, not only from economics and accounting, but also from psychology, sociology
and anthropology—audit is a big discipline
that needs to be analyzed and studied from
different perspectives. Two, I’m very much
an empirically minded economist; I want to
bring good quality empirical work to the table. And finally, I tend to be a policy-minded
economist, so I don’t want this to be a purely
academic exercise. I want it to be relevant for
policy making.

Will this center use mostly in-house resources, or
do you envision it supporting outside research?
I think we would like it to be a bit of both.
We want the center to be able to produce its
own high-quality research, but also to be able
to share some of the data, so that research isn’t
just produced within the center, but also by
other working academics. I think one of the
keystones of modern research is replicability,
the sort of competition and confrontation
between different people attacking the same
issues from different perspectives. We don’t
want to produce only research aimed in a
particular direction—we want to expand the
frontier of knowledge.

What do you see as the foremost problem affecting the quality and reliability of audits today?
Or, if there is not a foremost problem, what do
you think are the main factors and how do they
work together to impact the quality and reliability of the audit?
I don’t come to this job with a lot of prescriptions saying this is right or wrong; I think my

role is to do research aimed at establishing
what the key concerns are. I think there is
too much “this is a problem and let me find
evidence for it,” rather than letting the data
speak and tell us what problems exist, if any.
So I don’t think I am being hired to prove
the problems but to do good research. I
would be delighted to show that
there are no problems.

Getting into a more
general realm, how
secure do you think
the financial system
is against a crisis
similar to the one in
2008?

that has benefitted from tremendous growth
in the economy. When there is a high level
of growth, everyone is good and a high tide
lifts all boats. Clearly, they have had many
years of high tides, but I worry about what
will happen when there is a low tide. That’s
when you discover who is really naked.

What was the last good book
you read?
I’m sort of a wonk, so
the kind of book I
read will probably
not be the kind
most people like,
but I love this
book by Robert
Kaiser, So Damn
Much Money. I think
he gives a very witty
and, unfortunately, very
honest description of lobbying and corruption in the American
government.

First of all, I think
every crisis brings a
natural healthy reaction, which is to be more
careful. There’s less chance of
another crisis immediately following
Luigi Zingales
because everyone is naturally more
cautious. In a sense, the PCAOB was creatThe views expressed by Luigi Zingales are his
ed immediately after WorldCom and Enron,
and there is no question that in the two years own and should not be attributed to the PCAOB
after those big scandals, everyone was super as a whole or to Board members or staff.
careful on those dimensions. But as time
goes by, people tend to forget, and I think
the role of institutions like the PCAOB is to
maintain this tension when the memory of a
crisis has faded away. The other thing I think
the regulators did well is to put an emphasis
on more capital requirements for financial
institutions. I think financial institutions
were operating with too-high leverage and
when you operate on too-high leverage a crisis is inevitable, because you cannot prevent
losses from the financial system. We’d like to,
but that is part of what healthy innovation
produces, and sometimes it makes losses.
You want a system reliable enough to absorb
those losses, so having a higher-equity cushFollow us on Twitter:
ion is definitely important.

When it comes to
social media, we’re
right there on the
front lines.

As far as economic issues go, what worries you?
The European debt crisis? The sustainability of
Chinese development? A new dot-com bubble?
And why?
I’m definitely worried about the long-term
survival of the Euro as it is. I think Mario
Draghi, the governor of the ECB, has been
excellent in trying to prevent a quick unraveling of the situation, but he does not have
the power to introduce the reforms that
would make the Euro sustainable in the
long run. That problem has not been solved.
While it may not be an overnight worry, it
does worry me long term. And the other aspect that I’m concerned about is the Chinese
financial system. It is a very opaque system

twitter.com/nysscpa

Connect with us on LinkedIn:
search for New York State Society
of CPAs under LinkedIn groups

Join us on Facebook:

facebook.com/NYSSCPA
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NYSSCPA members skeptical of
value in disclosing auditor name

FAE 2014 Conferences

BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

36th
ANNUAL

T

Nonprofit

Conference
THE AGE OF CLARITY—CHANGING STANDARDS
AND CHANGING LEGISLATION
THURSDAY, JANUARY 9, 2014
RIT Inn & Conference Center
West Henrietta, NY

THURSDAY, JANUARY 16, 2014
Marriott Marquis Times Square
New York, NY

KEEP CURRENT
WITH THE
LATEST
NONPROFIT
DEVELOPMENTS
zN
 onprofit A&A update, including contributions vs. exchange
transactions, debt financing, and consolidations
z Executive Order 38—how to apply the metrics and mandates
Single Audit update—3 Yellow Book credits
z New York State legislative initiatives
z“Ask the Experts” is back! Have your questions answered by
the thought leaders of the industry
TWO LOCATIONS, SAME GREAT CONFERENCE!
COURSE CODE NYC: 25550411 (In-Person); 35550411 (Live Webcast)
COURSE CODE ROCHESTER: 25550471 (In-Person)
IN-PERSON RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT: 8 (credit hours based on concurrent sessions selected)
YELLOW BOOK RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT: 3 (credit hours based on concurrent sessions selected)
LIVE WEBCAST RECOMMENDED CPE CREDIT HOURS: 8 (1 hour Accounting; 3 hours Auditing;
4 hours Specialized Knowledge and Applications)

FAE VP

*Look for this FAE VP icon
that identifies eligible events.

Register today at www.nysscpa.org/nonprofit14 or call 800-537-3635.

he Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board (PCAOB) has reproposed a controversial measure that
would require audit reports to disclose
the name of the engagement partner, as well
as the names, locations and participation of
any independent firms or other companies
and individuals who aided the audit.
The reproposal, “Improving Transparency
Through Disclosure of Engagement Partner
and Certain Other Participants in Audits,”
was issued by the board on Dec. 4. It brings
new life to the PCAOB’s five-year effort to
advance the naming measure, which it says
will increase transparency and accountability.
The board first raised the issue in a 2009
concept release, which was followed by a
2011 exposure draft. However, that draft, according to the board’s current proposal, was
poorly received by the accounting community. The NYSSCPA itself questioned how
useful the measure would be, suggesting in a
January 2012 comment letter that it may lead
the public to draw inappropriate conclusions
about an engagement partner’s authority.
The PCAOB, however, believes that several key factors have changed since it first
made the proposal two years ago, both in
terms of the contemporary regulatory landscape and the overall mood of the financial
community, according to Lewis H. Ferguson, a PCAOB member who spoke to The
Trusted Professional. Among other things,
Ferguson said that the PCAOB has conducted extensive and increased outreach to
investors since the first proposal. He also
said that in recent years, there has been more
academic research encouraging the idea of
using the engagement partner name on the
audit report, adding that most jurisdictions,
such as the European Union, Japan and Australia, already require it. A proposal by the
International Auditing and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB) released in July also
included a requirement to include the engagement partner name in the audit report.
In general, Ferguson said, there has been a
global push for increased transparency in the
audit process.
“The U.S., in many ways, is an outlier on
the issue,” he said. “It’s a common practice in
the rest of the world.”
Ferguson added that, within the regulatory sphere, the PCAOB has since developed
jurisdiction over broker-dealer audits. He
also cited the passage of the 2012 Jumpstart
Our Business Startups ( JOBS) Act, which
requires the PCAOB to consider the impact
of rulemaking on emerging growth companies, as another factor as to why it reproposed the amendment.
However, while the PCAOB may think

enough factors have changed to warrant a
re-proposal, some NYSSCPA members remain skeptical.
Michele B. Amato, the immediate past
chair of the SEC Committee, said she understands why the PCAOB wants the names
of the engagement partner disclosed, but
does not agree that it will create greater responsibility. What’s more, she said that instead of including that information in the
audit report, the name of the engagement
partner and any other auditors used by the
firm could be disclosed on Form 2—which
is publicly available on the PCAOB’s website—if the PCAOB revised it.
Ferguson, though, in a statement released
after he voted to issue the reproposal, said
that he has looked at the number of people
who come to the PCAOB website for these
reports and did not find the numbers encouraging. He said it would be easier to just
have all the information in one place.
The proposal isn’t exactly the same as the
2011 version; revisions include raising the
disclosure threshold for other participants in
the audit from 3 percent of the total audit
hours to 5 percent of the total audit hours,
and no longer requiring disclosure in the auditor’s report of the names of other persons
who are not employed by the auditor when
referring to persons or entities other than a
public accounting firm. Instead, such persons
are to be disclosed as “persons not employed
by our firm.” However, for Jeffrey M. Brinn,
a past chair of the SEC Committee, there’s
cold comfort in the changes.
“Increasing the threshold disclosure and
eliminating the rule to identify nonaudit firm
employees does reduce the burden somewhat;
however, it does nothing to increase the usefulness of the information to investors, which
is one of the main reasons why auditors object
to this proposal,” Brinn said. “Current audit
standards allow for the use of other auditors,
individually or as firms. Requiring the proposed disclosures is only going to look like a
modified audit opinion, where there has been
no actual modification of performance in accordance with applicable standards.”
Barry T. Goodman, the chair of the Investment Companies Committee, also felt that this
information would have little value to investors, though he did see other potential upsides.
“I don’t think it has much value for the investors or the user,” he said. “[But] I think
on the other side, it gives the professional a
heightened awareness for them to do a good
job, as they can’t hide behind the firm. If
something goes wrong they’re on the hook
rather than the firm, so I think that’s where
it would be the most beneficial.”
The proposal is open for public comment
until Feb. 3, 2014. The NYSSCPA will submit an official position at that time.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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State Sen. Flanagan speaks to NYSSCPA members about tax reform
BY ROBERT BUSWEILER
Trusted Professional Correspondent

T

hirty CPAs from the NYSSCPA’s
Suffolk and Nassau chapters met
with state Sen. John J. Flanagan
(R-2) on Dec. 10 as part of the Society’s new Legislative Breakfast series. Representatives from the offices of state Sen. Lee
M. Zeldin (R-3) and state Sen. Phil Boyle
(R-4) also attended the two-hour event
aimed at connecting members with their
local lawmakers and to its legislative agenda. The breakfasts are cooperative efforts
between the Society and its chapter leaders.
“I hope that this is the first of many di-

alogues we will have which will [provide]
CPAs—known as the trusted advisors who
represent a significant portion of Long
Island taxpayers, as well as taxpayers across
the state—a forum to express our concerns
relating to the impact of current tax laws
and discuss legislation proposals needed to
make it fair and reasonable when certain
triggering events take place in clients’ particular situations, or to assist in clarification
of current law,” Nassau Chapter President
Scott Sanders said.
Both Sanders and Suffolk Chapter President Lawrence C. Lucarelli helped coordinate the event. Sen. Flanagan addressed
several tax reform efforts that are currently

underway in Albany and the importance
of being involved in the discussion. He encouraged the Society to continue its advocacy efforts in working with elected officials
in Albany. (The Society was asked to submit
comments for Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo’s
tax reform panel and to testify before the
Senate Finance Committee on tax reform.)
Flanagan also answered specific questions
from members on issues dealing with the
New York State Department of Labor and
the New York State Department of Taxation
and Finance.
The Society presented to attendees information on the legislative items it is examining for 2014, which include the prevention

of expansion of the Martin Act, the protection of the annual internal audit requirement for large school districts, and CPA
firm ownership.
The Society also distributed its annual
economic outlook survey. The survey, which
can be found online, outlines the steps that
CPAs in New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania believe should be taken to improve
the business climate.
Future legislative breakfasts are currently being planned. For more information, contact NYSSCPA Public Affairs Manager Robert Busweiler at
rbusweiler@nysscpa.org.

NYSSCPA comment letters
The following list includes
all comments letters released
by the NYSSCPA between
Dec. 1 and Dec. 31. To read
all comment letters published
by the NYSSCPA, visit
nysscpa.org/page/society
-comment-letters.
Comments to the FASB on a
Proposed Accounting Standards
Update – Compensation—Stock
Compensation (Topic 718):
Accounting for Share-Based
Payments When the Terms of an
Award Provide That a Performance
Target Could Be Achieved after
the Requisite Service Period (a
consensus of the FASB Emerging
Issues Task Force) – Comments on
a proposed accounting standards
update with proposed amendments
that are intended to resolve the
diverse accounting treatment of sharebased payment awards that require
a specific performance target to be
achieved for employees to benefit.
Comments to the FASB on a
Proposed Accounting Standards
Update – Derivatives and Hedging
(Topic 815): Determining Whether
the Host Contract in a Hybrid
Financial Instrument Issued in the
Form of a Share Is More Akin to
Debt or to Equity (a consensus of
the FASB Emerging Issues Task
Force) – Comments on a proposed
accounting standards update, the
objective of which is to eliminate the
use of different methods in practice
and thereby reduce existing diversity
surrounding the accounting for hybrid
financial instruments issued in the

form of a share under U.S. GAAP.
Comments to the FASB on a
Proposed Accounting Standards
Update – Development Stage Entities
(Topic 915): Elimination of Certain
Financial Reporting Requirements –
Comments on a proposed accounting
standards update, the objective
of which is to improve financial
reporting by reducing the cost and
complexity associated with the
incremental reporting requirements for
a development stage entity.
Comments to Senator Charles E.
Schumer on the Cash Method
of Accounting for Businesses –
Comments on limitation on the use
of the cash method of accounting
for businesses as proposed by
Chairman Baucus in his Cost Recovery
and Accounting Discussion Draft
(November 21, 2013).
Comments to the PCAOB on Release
No. 2013-005 – Proposed Auditing
Standards on the Auditor’s Report
and the Auditor’s Responsibilities
Regarding Other Information and
Related Amendments—Comments
to the Public Company Accounting
Oversight Board on Release No.
2013-005, Proposed Auditing
Standards – The Auditor’s Report
on an Audit of Financial Statements
When the Auditor Expresses an
Unqualified Opinion; The Auditor’s
Responsibilities Regarding Other
Information in Certain Documents
Containing Audited Financial
Statements and the Related Auditor’s
Report; and Related Amendments to
PCAOB Standards.

Create change in

Albany

By representing more than 29,000 members,
the NYSSCPA acts as the unified voice for CPAs
throughout New York State. While we are often able
to use our strength in numbers to take action, political
advocacy sometimes requires a more grassroots
approach. This is why the NYSSCPA is inviting
its members to become a part of its Key Contact
Program. Much in the same way networking is vital
to professional advancement, developing a strong
political network of connections is important to any
government advocacy program.

To Become a Key Contact:

Click on the Government Affairs tab on the
NYSSCPA website and then click on the “Get
Involved” link.

Or type the web address directly into your internet
browser:
nysscpa.org/page/key-contact

Members can also call: 212-719-8385

Society News

www.trustedprofessional.com |

FAE 2014 CPE

Save on 2014 CPE!
New Year’s Resolution: Lock in your savings
now with extended Early Bird!

FAE Value Pass Program
Savings for You—up to 29%
With the FAE Value Pass (FAE VP) Program, you can fulfill your
education requirements in a convenient and easy way, while
saving on 24 or 40 hours of quality CPE from FAE.
Individual FAE VP

Early-Bird Savings Price

		

(Extended through January 15, 2014)

FAE VP Price

Individual FAE VP24

$795

$820

Individual FAE VP40

$1,245

$1,295

Savings for Your Firm—up to 39%
With the Firm/Company FAE VP, your firm receives access to up
to 40 or 80 hours of CPE for anyone on your staff.
Firm/Company FAE VP

Early-Bird Savings Price

		

(Extended through January 15, 2014)

FAE VP Price

Firm/Company FAE VP40 $1,495

$1,595

Firm/Company FAE VP80 $2,895

$3,095

FAE VP

*Look for this FAE VP icon
that identifies eligible events.

Save on your CPE for 2014!
Visit www.nysscpa.org/FAEVP or call 800-537-3635
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NYSSCPA promotes “Exchange”
BY RICHARD J. KORETO
Trusted Professional Correspondent

N

YSSCPA members are used to
participating in discussions on
the Society’s Facebook page and
LinkedIn group, as well as in other
social media ventures. Now, the NYSSCPA is
taking it to the next level with a new online
community exclusively for members and organized specifically by committee and chapter. The Society’s new site “Exchange—the
NYSSCPA’s Social Network,” gives members
the ability to extend their networking activities at society events by continuing to engage
with colleagues after attending a committee
meeting or FAE course.
Exchange consists of “communities” of
NYSSCPA members. Each chapter is a
community, so all NYSSCPA members are
automatically a member of their chapter
communities. Members will also find
communities for FAE courses they’ve
attended and NYSSCPA committees
they belong to, so many members will find
themselves a part of multiple communities.
Members who already belong to LinkedIn
will find it very similar to that platform.
The best way to see what Exchange
is all about is to jump right in at http://
exchange.nysscpa.org. There’s no elaborate
registration procedure—simply log in with
your NYSSCPA membership number and
email address. (If you have forgotten your
login credentials or need assistance, the
Society can help.) There is a certain level
of privacy: only NYSSCPA members and
NYSSCPA staff can join. Once you’re in, you
can post messages and share files—it’s like a
networking event that’s open 24/7.
As with other social media sites, once you log
in you can create a profile so others know more
about you. To save time and effort, Exchange
will let you import your LinkedIn file—but
this is not essential: Exchange is not affiliated
with LinkedIn and you do not need a LinkedIn
account to participate fully in Exchange.

Getting started

Early-Bird Discount Extended!
to Save Order by January 15

January 2014

Below is a recommended lists of things to do
the first time you log into Exchange. Of course,
you can make changes at any time; this is just a
suggestion for the first session.
1. Click on “my profile” in the top menu
bar. You can import your LinkedIn info or add
custom details.
2. Click on “privacy settings” to choose who
can see what information about you. You can
always change this later.
3. Find other members by clicking on the
“directory” link. You can find members based
on first or last name, company name or email
address. More detailed searches are available
through the “advanced” tab.
4. You can request that other members
become “contacts” by clicking the “add as

contact” button next to their names. Contacts
populate a virtual address book of members you
can easily send contact messages to. You can
also choose to share certain information about
yourself that non-contacts can’t see. Exchange
will also tell you which contacts you and any
other contact have in common.
Building a list of contacts is just the
beginning. Once you log in, you’ll want to join
communities. As noted above, each member
belongs to at least one community: his or her
chapter. Exchange helps by automatically
adding NYSSCPA members to their proper
chapter and committee communities. Ex
change does the job automatically, based on
your chapter and committee membership
and recent FAE events you’ve attended.
Click on “communities” to see a list of
communities available to you.
As a member of a community, you will see
a list of tabs that let you view and participate
in discussions, read blogs, download documents
from the “library,” review events and see a list
of all the other community members. When
you see a discussion that interests you, click
on “Reply to Discussion” to send your message
to the entire community or “Reply to Sender”
to send your message just to the sender; both
links are located to the right of the post. We
recommend replying to the sender for simple
comments like “me, too” that add little value
to the overall discussion. Reply to the entire
community when you are sharing knowledge,
experience or resources that others could benefit
from. Exchange will send you emails about the
posts in your communities, and by going to the
“my profile” tab and “my subscriptions” you
have four choices in how to receive them.
• Real time: sends an email every time a new
message is posted.
• Daily digest: sends one email to you each
day, consolidating all of the posts from the
previous day.
• Legacy: sends real-time text versions of
the posts, which are generally compatible with
smart phone. This option also allows you to
reply without logging into a web browser.
• No email: allows you to be part of the group
without having emails sent to you. You can still
post and read others’ messages by logging into
the community site. You can also leave any
community from this page.
An additional way to use Exchange is by
searching across all communities for posts.
Let’s say you’re interested in estate tax issues,
which may be a topic in multiple communities.
Search for it in the search bar across the top
and find all references to “estate tax.”
Once you log in, you’ll see an FAQ that
explains the above items in greater detail and
describes all Exchange benefits. You’ll also see
contact emails if you’re having trouble or want
to ask a question not covered in the FAQ.
The site’s controls are highly intuitive, and
we’re sure that it won’t take members long to
become experienced Exchange participants.

WELCOME NEW NYSSCPA MEMBERS!

New Members who joined the NYSSCPA between Nov. 22, 2013 and Dec. 19, 2013
Adirondack Chapter
Carissa A. Conley
Theodore E. Doherty
Collen D. Fay
Sabrina Frenette
Jarrett Lewis
Xing Liang
Isabella Szabo
Shawn Thomson
Buffalo Chapter
Nadia Abdallah
Mark I. Adamchick
Kristin Aidala
Ashley Akin
Jennifer Alexander
Brian Almendinger
Michael Anczok, Jr.
Kelsey Andriatch
Gerald L. Appleby
Rachel M. Ashcroft
William Bakke
Lindsay R. Batrowny
Blake A. Beavers
Rohith Bhagavatula
Brianna Bork
Sheike Brown
Timothy Burgess
Christopher Bussick
Victoria Butler
Cindy Chamnichanh
Julie Cipresso
Cindy Cole
Joel Collins
Donald Cook
Matthew Cooper
Jonathan Corona
Billy Craven
Christina Cuttone
Kieyshawn Daniels
Patricia Dee
Heidi Dempsey
Duong Diep
Andrew Dole
Peter Dombrowski
Eric Elersic
Matthew Emmerling
Chukwunonso Esenvsah
Ibrahim Fadel
Joseph Fahey
Joseph J. Fedele
Tegan Foley
Jason Forshee
Stephen Galante
Zacherie Geary
Danielle Giancarlo
Laura Giunta
Michael Grano
Camille Green
Melinda Hagen
Keon Hall
Lauren Hartmann
Mary Henry
Margaret Higgins
Cindy Hinz
Kelsey Hogan
Kelly Hoitink
Cory Holz
Derek Horschel
Tiana Hunter
Marc Jackson
Thomas Jones
Darren J. Jurewicz
Mark Kaczmarek
Sarah Kamienowski
Jason Kaplewicz
Katrina Kehoe
Alyssa Kelkenberg
Daren Kelleran
Rachel Klein
Eric Kolbrenner
Mark Kransler
Jordan Ladowski
William Lavigne
Arthur Lawson
Julie Lesakowski
Blake A. Littles
Jiayun Liu
Semaan Mahfoud
Nicholas Mahoney
Bal Mainali
Mariel J. Matias
Timothy Mazurczak
Casey Miller
Adrian Milroy
Mary Ellen P. Mitchell
Alexander Montilla
Fernando M. Morales
Brian M. Moran
Daniel Morrison
James Moscato
Emily Mott
Kristine Nelson
Samuel Neville

Katie Newton
Christina O’Brien
Rachel O’Donnell
Rose-Anne E. O’Leary
Nancy Ortiz
Kathryn Ostrander
Zachary Ostroff
Colin Ott
Tyler Owen
Sarah Palazza
Brian Phakkhonkham
Rebecca Pullano
Jacob Radder
Heidi Raines
John Reed
Justin Renaud
Jean C. Rios
Jeffrey Ritter
Giovanna Roth
Jing Ruan
Katie Schriever
Nick Schroeder
Terence Shannon
Benjamin Sivitilli
Susan V. Steblein
Elizabet Stefanova
Sean Stonish
Patrick Sullivan
Nick Syberg
Norine Szumla
Steven Szymanski
Zacchary TenHuisen
David Teribury
Nicholas Tirone
Velimir Tomic
Sean Tousley
Jordan Tyson
Gary Vinette
Jaime Wallace
Caroline Walter
Xin Wang
Kan Wang
Rebekah Wards
Calvin Warren
Elizabeth Winston
Kyle Wistner
Allyson Wolf
Kristin Woodhead
Sandra P. York
Amanda Yuhas
Robert Zulewski
Manhattan/Bronx
Chapter
Bright Adu Poku
Tajudeen Akinwande
Candace Alexander
Yvette Anderson
Tijana Andzic
Albert Arazi
Rafael A. Arias
Sviatlana Aryfullina
Elias Athanasiou
Richard H. Bader
Rubin Bakalli
Denise Bernstein
Brian Bier
Benjamin Blumberg
Shaun Boti
Ranfis Breton
David J. Bronfman
Alan Burack
Kendell Burroughs
Venecia Cabrera
Narelyn Camacho
Jason L. Camporese
Caroline Castro
Angel Cespedes
John Checca
Renee Cheng
James Chirinos
Wilson Chow
Rashad Chowdhury
Michael Choy
Douglas Colon
Carolyn H. Conley
Latisha Cooper
Evelyn A. Cuautle
Helena M. Dalton
Patrick S. Daly
Harry Damanakis
Adam H. Dauber
Julio De La Cruz
Brandon Diez
Jennifer M. DiGiovanna
Jayce Disla
Tatyana Disov
Emmanuel R. Dizon
Yuko Enzo
Justin Espinal
Robin Farshadfar
Adrian Felix Vancamper
Gisselle FeQuiere
Juan Fermin

Chaya S. Finegold
Josh Foley
Yolanda Fullard
Kelly Garry
Mona Gbedobor
Alicia Gift
Rory Gildea
Adam Ginsberg
Ann Gittleman
James Goldrick
Ryan Gotschall
Reuben Gottlieb
Quincy Grant
Evan Gross
Helen Gunn
Entela Hana
Jeffrey Harris
Noam Heller
Brian Hill
Ayanna Holder
ChunMing Huang
Deborah Jemegbe
Celso Jimenez
William Jones
Diane Jules
Gony Kamal
Mark Karchov
Qamrul Khair
Beata Kirzhner
Ragvell Kissi
Nicholas Kleinbub
Kevin Kopp
Rejdi Kristuli
Young Kwon
Genesis Landazuri
Kaitlyn Lee
Gwendolyn Lee
Lillian Lent
Helen Leu
Elyse Levenson
Eric Li
Ziye Li
Zhujing Lin
Travis Linton
James Madias
Andrew Mak
Ekaterina Makarovskaya
Kristin Mance
Esteban Mansilla
Vincent Marchese
Daquane Mays
Carol-Ann McCrae
Joseph McDonald
James McFadden
Matthew McNeill
Dallys-Tom Medali
Gabriela Medina
Prince Mensah
Chanel Mitchell
Daniel Mizrachi
Mariel Montolio
Nicole Murray
Gloria Ng
Susanna Novick
Patricia O’Hearn
Souad Ouali
Rosemary Oquo
Christina Owusu
Michele Owusu Kissi
Kelly Page
Jomayra Pena
Maria Penzo
Alma Perez
Raynier Perez
Steven Perrotta
Brian Pimentel
Learose Pisani
Jada Pressley
Joseph Puglisi
Mildre Ramos
Christopher Reilly
Luzbella Reyes
Lenny Reyes
Radhames Reyes
Sean Rober
Domingo Rodriguez
Malloy Rodriguez
Destiny Rolando
Irina Rosenzweig
Aaron Rude
Judith Samuels
Kevin Sasz
Jordan Saunders
Richard Savlon
Arthur Sejour
Diana Sepulveda
Noorulain Siddiqui
Debra Simon
Trevarna Simpson
Jonathan Sinaw
Aida Sinusaite
Mark Skepner
Uhuru Small
Gina Sockolow

Jason Soto
Mike Soto
Nataly Soto
Ismael Soumaoro
Derek Spaulding
Michelle Stein
Jason Stern
Mark Tadros
Sadia Tanni
Joseph Tarantino
Mark Teplitz
Tyler Tersavich
Aaron Turenshine
Todd Valenti
Kenio Valerio
Giselle Valerio Baez
Luis Vargas
Siril Varghese
Olga Vaynerman
Tatiyana Voloshko
Pasvir Volquez
Elizabeth Weinberg
Steven Williams
Michael Winicki
Anika Wright
Alexander Wright
Yin Xiang
Koonhen Xie
Genalyn Yosores
Lihui Zheng
Lixi Zheng
Mid Hudson
Chapter
Eduardo Alvarez
Kristy Anderson
Olivia Andrews
Ian Angelone
Khan Assief
Lucille Avampato
Erik Black
Justin Brantley
Steven Boradhead
Joshua Brooks
Michael Brusca
Courtney Calta
Daniel Capicchioni
Kevin Casey
Stacey Chambers
Qingying Chen
Matthew Chrostowski
James Cofer
Connor Crawley
Daniel Cresci
Elijio Cruz
Robert Custer
Sandra DelValle
Carmen DePasquale
Michelle DeRiggi
Ashley DiDomizio
Cassandra Diehl
Deron Dixon
Lisa Dore
Michael Duffy
Hern Dumas
Katerina Economikos
Josh Engler
Christina Fiore
Jeffrey Florkowski
Bethany Frank
Theodore Haible
Khari Harris
Susan Hauser
Xiuyan He
Raymond Hochrien
Yuanyuan Huang
Dan Karst
Shane Kingley
Petrit Kuka
Andrea Laquidara
John Latjen
Michelle Lin
Jia Liu
Camille Mackey
Danielle Mannino
Nina Manuel
Eduardo Martin
Maryanne Martineck
Bradlyn Matican
Haleigh McClaskey
Matthew McCoy
Jerome McKeever
Danielle Mendola
Amanda Mg
Patrick Mirdita
Matthew Mont
Adam Moran
Amanda Moregewica
Katrina McNeil
Takayuki Nagase
Bradley Neumann
Ann Neun
Karen Notaro
Brian O’Connor

Matthew Paci
Victoria Pemberton
Zachary Petit
Dominick Pistone
Michelle Pogyo
Daniel Pregiato
Nicholas Procopio
Yue Ri
Juana Sanchez
Brittani Schettkoe
Rachel Schiff
Austin Schweitzer
Shuiab Sidiqi
Ian Strange
Parker Swenson
Andrew Symon
Alexa Vitale
Daniel Weiss
Dorothy Wessel
Matthew Williams
Arlene Winrow
Jessica Young
Helen Yu
Carolyn Zazzarino

Nicholas Roberto
Gustavo Rodriguez
Hari Roshyara
Imani Russell
Usman Sarwar
Robert Schroeder
William Sciurba
Stephen Simons
Courtney Smith
Abigail Smith
Jason Soman
Jessica Sportiello
Gary Stahl
Ying Tian
Michelle Tiernan
Sadia Ulhaq
Elizabeth Valentine
Joseph Valladares
Veronica Vasquez
William Vaughan
Robin Vincent
Chanel White
Michael Wisnieski
Albert Woon
Zhen Zhong

Nassau Chapter
Fahkri Abdallah
Taryn Allen
Batibek Altunel
Dana Andersson
Omair Asad
Andy Ayala
Emilio Baltazar
Cangelio Banton
Sarah Barth
Ioannis Belesis
Edward Bogle
Joseph Bongiorno
Dylan Brady
Nicholas Brengel
Danielle Brusca
Frida Carrion
Alexander Charles
Brian Cioffi
Martin Clarke
Thomas Cunningham
Akeema Daniel
Howard Davidoff
Michelle De Bique
Joseph DiBari
Olivia DiCapua
Stephanie Dittrich
Joseph Dowd
Allison Felicetti
Francia Fils Julien
Brian Fruchter
Matthew Fuller
Kelvin Garcia
Dewin Gaston
Donna Gellineau-Matone
Matthew Geremia
Marian Ghabious Khirs
John Giordano
Danielle Goldberg
Luz Gonzalez
Kiera Griffiths
Martin Gropper
Nicole Grupe
Kristen Hagan
Andrew Hoering
Syeda Jafri
Annie Jiang
Rony Justinien
Kyle Karp
Emily Kearns
Muhammad Khan
Suely Kim
Sheldon Kronowitz
Brianna Lambert
Mark Lawrence
Yanira Martinez
Mark Mascolo
Fidel Mejia
Abdullah Muhammad
Rachel Muratova
Nicole Myles
Cassandra Meedham
Nicole O’Connor
Brigid O’Malley
Nadiya Othman
Laynakshi Panindranauth
Jonathan Pasatieri
Jaclyn Passes
Aman Patel
Simran Patel
Nigeena Popal
Tyler Popick
Gridiane Pygeol
Melanie Rahman
Hassam Rehman
Robert Rettig
Andrew Reyes
Tianna Robbins

Northeast Chapter
Sophia Addas
Adriana Alfeo
Jeffrey Audi
Mare Bailly
Alonzo Bertron
Dmitri Bradley
Tyler Brennan
Samantha Byrnes
Douglas Campbell
Ashley Carboni
Jennifer Colvin
Meghan Conway
Amy Cookfair
Ranran Dai
Eric De Luca
Valerie Dellacerra
Tyler Derrick
Catherine DeWitt
Chelsea Donnelly
David Ernst
Lindsey Farr
Michelle Fioravanti
Kevin Fitzpatrick
Innocentia Freeman
Stephanie Frye
Lou Ann Gramolini
Laura Grimm
Kaitlyn Hardman
Matthew Harrington
Philip Hauser
Chengzhen He
Malia Hoefer
John Hutchinson
Kathleen Isgro
Alexander Issler
Alexis James
Andrew Keating
Gershom Keith
Emily Kelly
Kelly Kobani
Jessica Koonz
Matthew Krzykowski
Connie Kung
Megan Lacy
Gregory Laubenstein
David Leather
Dena Leonelli
Victoria Lipsy
Ann Lombardo
Veronica Maheux
Monica Mall
Matt Mardon
Jordan Marrone
Joshua Martin
Cody McCabe
Devin McDonald
Karl McPherson
Max Morse
Alyssa Mumford
William Murtha
Tomas Nicholus
Jessica Olszowy
Danielle Osterhout
Helina Patel
Keith Pelcher
Brittany Peterson
Marjorie Poesmann
Robert Poleto
Rachael Pollack
Collin Price
Kelly Pry
Cristina Randazzo
Meghan Rathbun
Justin Reed
Stephanie Robinson
Brenna Roche
Ryan Romanski

Rizwan Sadiq
Melanie San Miguel
Gianfranco Santaniello
Elizabeth Schlegel
Krista Shoemaker
Courtney Simon
David Simon
Mark Smith
Charles Smith
Jiayue Song
Mark Spraker
Jordan Stevens
Lori Sze
Christopher Thier
Ashley Torres
Tavita Veerasammy
Stephanie Vega
Elizabeth Venizelos
Trang Vu
Matthew Walrath
Kathleen Walsh
Jingwen Wang
John Watson
Stephanie White
Scott Wixted
Jeff Yattaw
Jacqueline Young
Samuel Zadrozny
Rebecca Zindell
Out-of-State
Michael Abrahams
Joshua Blumenthal
Jane Bronson
Carlos Castillo
Faheem Chakwa
In Chang
Zhe Chen
Mareco Edwards
Ashleen Evans
Ronaldo Ferreira
Amanda Fontaine
Daniel Gambardella
Trisha George
Melvin Gonzalez
Xiao Guo
Amanda Haig
Dana Harris
Adanna Ikoro
Anastasiya Khankina
Marina Khokhlova
Haejin Kim
Brian Kim
Matthew King
Randall Logan
Jessica Matulaitis
Stephen Miller
Jannel Morris
Jonathan Parmett
Brian Pedersen
Jonathan Potokin
Kevin Pringle
Aldo Rabih
Erika Reagan
Tonya Reetz
Jocette Rioux
Xavier Rubianes
Carlos Santiago
Gregory Schneeberger
Robert Schulze
Benedict Scoon
Albert Sidhom
Calvin Teitel
Johnson Uwabor
Tatiana Veselova
Dian Yang
Yachen Zhang
Queens/Brooklyn
Chapter
Herman Abdul
Jamila Abdulhussein
Tony Abraham
Kessiene Aghoghovbia
Ivan Agudelo
Ameer Ahmad
Rofi Ahmed
Jessica Alexander
Landsley Alexandre
Brisida Alija
Andrew Allicock
Julie Ally
Bibi Ally
Olga Alvarado
Michael Austria
Ervin Avshalumov
Maria Bachayeva
Helen Bachman
Christine Backel
Jennifer Bailon
Ashly Baker
Ronald Bakman
Safeera Baksh

Mauricio Bardales
Fatema Begum
Rodrigue Benjamin
Shabazz Benn
Lyanette Benoit
Raman Bialou
Martha Bielonko
Samuel Blackwood
Deanna Blandino
Joshua Bondy
Jennifer Bonnyay
Sophia Brown
Shanice Brown
Yinessa Bueno Pena
Peter Cabrera
Karina Cantor
Jing Cao
Mariluz Castillo
Emerald Cazeau
Alba Cepin
Erman Cha
Katie Chan
William Chan
Gayatri Charran
Vandana Chattergoon
Bingxu Chen
Minhao Chen
Rongping Chen
David Chen
Yilan Chen
Lei Chen
Crystal Chetram
Ismat Chowdhury
Tova Cohen
Sherry-Ann Collier
Chris Cruz
Jose DaPonte
Arnold Das
Yuriy Davydov
David DelaRosa
David Delgado
Kwailan Dell-Blaize
Avinash Deokaran
Utsav Desai
Sheldonna Diggs
Hakeem Dinmahamad
Huan Dong
Marsena Dookhan
Antonio Dorsey
Rominie Dyal
Irene Eju
Fatima El Miliani
Gavin Ellis
Tevin Fairclough
Xiaojing Fei
Patrick Fern
Jinsel Fernandez
Louis Festagallo
Shandain Francis
Sterling Frazier
Anna Fryzel
Sylwia Fryzel
Anna Galayda
Eddy Garcia
Dorca Genao
Renee Gilroy
Eric Go
Jonathan Golstein
Jenny Gonzalez
Melissa Greenberg
Andranik Grigorian
Djenielle Guerrier
Dipali Gupta
Maria Gutierrez
Brian Haimchand
Jarrar Harder
Bridget Hart
Haroon Hasan
Tareq Hasan
Shan Hassan
Ali Hassan
S. Arooba Hassan
Carolina He He
Maya Henderson
Patrick Hennen
Lamar Henry
Wilson Hom
Steve Hong
Imran Hossan
Md Howlader
Sam Hsiao
Manli Hu
Ricardo Hylton
Christopher Ide
Maria Ioannou
Sharona Irving
Esther Jacobs
Sabina Jargilo
Kareem Jenkins
JiHwan Jeon
Xuan Jia
ShuBiuo Jiang
Rui Jing
Ronald Joseph

Reba Joseph
Alicia Juarez
Nenita Juarez
Cho Yez Jung
Cheryl Jungreis
Musammat Kaiser
Kateryna Kats
Gurpreet Kaur
Amandeep Kaur
Rupinder Kaur
Sukhreet Kaur
Kiranjeet Kaur
Huaixian Ke
Tanjina Khairc
Muhammed Khan
Raslan Khan
Jun-Hyeong Kim
Norman Kiraly
Guillaume Koible
Justin Kokin
Yamakius Koranteng
Maytal Kraus
Anna Kusayeva
Te Lai
Luisa Landazun
Tzipora Lang
Kyle Lashley
Jinbok Lee
Naromie Leriche
Eion Lewis
Si Ting Li
Donghong Li
Xiaochen Li
Carmen Liang
Jeffrey Lin
Rigoberto Lopez
Sebastian Louizaire
Hang Lin Lu
Mengxin Lu
Kiona Lucky
Farhat Ludi
Pierre Lungu
Natasha Luthra
Sidiq Mahmood
Elisa Mai
Crishauna Martin
Denise Martinez
Michael McCann
John McHale
Patrick McMahon
Nilsa Mediavilla
Sarah Medina
Angelica Medina
Bi Yao Mei
Yiyi Mei
Dainia Mills
Lissette Minaya
James Mineroff
Tong Mo
AnnaMarie Modafferi
Sadiq Mohamed
Shazad Mohamed
Shazard Mohammed
Farhan Mostafa
Alisher Mukhamedou
Alexandria Murrell
Daniel Musaev
John Nam
Tashi Namgya
Parbattie Narainram
Roger Nelson
Anny Ng Sang
Patrick Nowak
Lucie O’Donnell
Dante Olaya
Obafemi Olayinka
Evan Ortega
Alexandra Pak
Stephanie Parlagreco
Bhumi Patel
Peng Peng
Matthew Perez
Anil Persaud
Sharon Phan
Natalia Pometco
Joseph Preval
Ling Qin
Jimmy Qiu
Mordechai Rada
Gokran Ramlakan
Panditta Reid
Raquel Reid
Horatio Reid
Rodcliff Rhynie
Orquidia Rodriguez
Ysrael Rodriguez
Rose Rodriguez
Melissa Rodriguez
Ariel Roffel
Melisa Rosario
Moshe Rosenzweig
Dylon Rumbharose
Marie Sanon
Sidant Sansi

Kaishawn Scott
Nyesha Sealey
Vladimir Semiglazov
Eunice Sena
Sohrab Sethna
Chikako Seto
Bibi Shakur
Syed Sher
John Siamas
Cayla Siegel
Arzin Siganporia
Lis Silveira
Nina Singh
Michael Singh
Meera Singh
Alison Sito
Natasha Smith
Kevin Soberanis
Michael Solesi
Andriy Solonyna
Myeong Cheol Song
Geeta Soriano
Sania St. Felix
Jacek Stelmach
Kenisha Subero
Rameshwardat Sugrim
Leona Sukhram
Daniela Surdo
Unesh Sutram
Susana Tangiappa
Kareem Thomas
Kereese Thompson
Jorge Thompson
Kin Tong
Richard Torrenegra
Nahsiah Turner
Christian Vega
Gilberto Vendiola
Samantha Veras
Constantinos Vryonides
Ye Wang
Haiquan Wang
Jiahui Wang
Adam Waszczuk
Laura Weisbord
Tracy Wen
Prince Wider-Perez
Maria Wojtak
Weini Xie
Fernando Xochicale
Ben Yang
Yumei Yang
Mandy Yang
Xue Yang
Liu Yang
Timothy Yee
Susan Yu
Anni Yu
Grigoriy Yusupov
Shaun Zabiski
Yafa Zavlanova
Jacky Zeng
Julie Zeng
Jingyun Zhang
Xitang Zhao
Dandan Zhao
Qiang Zhong
Shue Zhu
Alissa Zucker
Rochester Chapter
Jaimie Adriaansen
David Ahonen
Dylia Albarran
Jessica Albright
Julianne Alden
Mabel Aluoch
Jaffar Alzain
Mark Arcelay
Frank Barbero
Konstantina Bardos
Laura Barnard
Kathryn Beaumont
Michael Berardi
Daniel Beyer
Rebecca Birnbaum
Michael Boch
Kristofer Bonczyk
Kelly Broadbent
Kyle Brockmann
Michael Brown
Nicholas Bucci
David Buckley
Katherine Burke
David Buskey
Derrick Butler
Alicia Calcote
Bahar Canbaz
Lisa Carey
Brian Carolan
Jenifer Cawley
Sweety Chandy
Chin-hao Chang
Aini Chen

Ge Chen
Lu Chen
Chen Cheng
Bryce Chornoby
Anthony Cicotta
Stephanie Clark
Cheryl Collichio
Felix Colon
Tracy Condie
Amanda Conolly
Jeffrey Cornell
Keirre Costner
Frederick Crilly
Jamie Daniels
Brian Dansa
Matthew DeAmaral
Shu Deng
Rebecca Dennis
Kenya Desulme
Na Ding
Christine Donivan
Maxwell Dowd
Todd Eaton
John Eberts
Brandon Ellis
Luping Fan
Michael Feldman
Ryan Ferguson
Molly Fitzsimmons
Timothy Flaherty
Heather Francis
Peterson Gabriel
Bradley Garrett
Mouhcine Gharsaoui
Danny Gibaud
Michael Gibbs
Aaron Gill
Carolyn Giroud
Jack Gostomski
Elvisa Grahovic
Johanna Giselle
Guzman Ventura
David Hansen
Emily Hansen
Xi He
Matika Hedman
Daniel Hennessy
Mark Henry
Jovani Hernandez
Rebecca Hilsdorf
Joseph Hinds
Gina Iannucci
Mike Incardona
Nan Jiang
Xiaoai Jiang
Katie Johnson
Dekedrian Johnson
William Jordan
Aelim Jung
Linh Jusino
Mary Kane

Naixin Kang
Cornelia Kelley
Selma Khallad
Ji Young Kim
Philip Kirkland
Kelsey Knowles
Martha Kopcienski
David Kraemer
Krista Lambrino
Daniel Lee
Henry Lee
Meghan Lee
Loni Lee
Xiaoyi Lei
Matthew Lerch
Zhi Li
Yuehan Li
Feifei Li
Xinyu Liang
Di Lin
Mengqing Lin
Li Ling
Eve Liu
Lijun Liu
Yulu Liu
London Lupiani
Alexandra Mallette
David Malycha
Dylan Maybee
Michael Mazzeo
Brandon Messecar
Blayne Michael
John Mikulsky
Leslie Miller
Pierre Henri Namba
John Nasky
Linh Nguyen
Quynh Nguyen
Daniel Nitschke
Melissa Nolan
Alyssa Nowack
Alexis O’Hara
Donna Orban
Tyler Orsini
Elizabeth Osborn
Brett Owen
Annette Palmer
Margaret Parisi
Elizabeth Passino
Edward Patterson
Lindsay Paul
Frameirys Pena-Liranzo
Zachariah Piron
Danielle Potter
Jason Prince
James Przepiora
Victoria Rector
Cassandra Rich
Melissa Rigdon
Jacquelyn Rivellese
Jacquilyn Rizzo

Lindsay Robb
Holly Rosengrant
Sandra Rubio
Jessica Ryan
Fumiko Sakakibara
Blake Sanderson
Alexandr Sarntee
Brittany Sass
Casey Saunders
Jason Schwartz
Louis Sclya
Kristen Scott
Ricardo Serrano
Darakshan Shaukat
Tara Shea
Ting Shi
Lizbeth Silva
Rebecca Smith
David Stephenson
Katie-Marie Stieve
Rebecca Stockslader
Derek Strickland
Yue Sun
Rita Szmigel
Jonathan Tanlongo
Akyla Tomlinson
Mengmeng Tong
Chelsea Townsend
Samuel Udofa
Jessica Vaccarelli
Krista Vermeersch
Michael Vescio
Michael Volpe
Sean Walgrove
Yutao Wang
Liang Wang
Rai Wang
Sihan Wang
Yingfei Wang
Yufei Wang
Yuheng Wang
Sam Warren
Colleen Weinmann
Ya-Tseng Weng
Torry Whitcher
Brian Wrobel
Yi Xia
Boyang Yang
Qin Ye
Siyu Ye
Nicole Youngs
Brianna Zell
Jianing Zhang
Zhujun Zhao
Jinyang Zhou
Lina Zhou
Qi Zhou
Jonathan Zhu
Vikki Ziolkowski

Jonathan Zonneville
Gregory Zubal
Christopher Zupcak
Rockland Chapter
Julio Clerveaux
Sahaj Cnupta
Adam Cypes
Michael Damiani
Jon DiCianni
Justin Francis
Adam Guardado
Muhammad Hassan
Marisa Lafalgio
Meredith Lauffer
Eric Lavelanet
Susan Lehner
Dimitria Maris
Airrion McDonald
Viraj Patel
Brian Petrizzo
Jermaine Ricketts
Rivka Steinman
Michael Toscano
Rosangel Ventura
Southern Tier
Chapter
Melissa Cogswell
Michael Jeske
Ashley Jones
Benjamin Larson
Kevin Walsh
Yin Yang
Staten Island
Chapter
Stephen Abidor
Alexander Abrams
Michael Adamo
Adenike Adegoke
Simbi Akanni
Anthony Andron
Jeanine Angotti
Jonathan Arabit
Amro Audah
Godfrey Azubuike
Christopher Belfiore
Stacy Benitez
Daniel Binyaminov
Tristan Braithwaite
Brandon Caranante
Daniel Carbonella
Joseph Catalano
Hau Yee Chan
Qi Chen
Ritchie Christian
Zain Chughtai
Christopher Cooper
Zach Crespi

Christopher Daniti
Victoria Darienzo
Ashley DeMarco
Teddy Devitto
Lawrence DiAntonio
John Dixon
Joseph Egan
Kaitlyn Egan
Patrick Enriquez
Frank Fiorello
Adriana Franco
Allison Fremer
Julia Furman
Christina Gallo
Elsa Garcia
Anthony Guaragno
Anthony Guarneri
Paul Hemraj
Ashley Herrera
Timothy Holtermann
Kai Ieong
Sheri Iovine
Matthew Israel
Ozlem Kalender
Peter Khan
Justine Kuna
Wai Lun Lam
Shanice Landrum
Peter LePiane
Susan Liang
Youping Liu
James Lynagh
Antonio Lynch
Sally Mach
Joseph Maggio
Brenda Malafronte
Michael Mandel
Gabriella Masella
Kyle Mattsson
Kreshnik Mela
Alyssa Melfi
Delmarra Mingo
Shaniqua Morton
Elad Nissan
Israa Odeh
Vincent Olivieri
Kenneth Perry
Joseph Pollina
Dana Portnoy
Russell Reeves
Bavli Rezk
Freddie Romano
Gabriela Romero
Carolina Salvador
Tracey Sanchez
Harrison Scenna
Cristobal Sosa
Hawa Sow
Loan Tang
Benjamin Thi
Christopher Tobias

Priscilla Torres
Amanda VanName
Briana Velez
Frank Waite
Kelly Walsh
Josh Warner
Stacey Weiner
Ariana Xhelili
Umar Yasin
Michael Yehia
Raef Zakir
Jinru Zhang
Suffolk Chapter
Christopher Aglio
Edwin Albarracin
David Albrecht
Hassan Ali
Thomas Anderson
Joseph Ansbach
Amanda Armbruster
Melikenur Armutlu
Laura Betti
Dillon Boos
Richard Carmo
Dev Choudhary
Matthew D’Agostino
William Dana
Ahmad Deib
Joseph Dillhoff
Karim Elkholy
Brock Ergun
Mondello Erin
Amanda Fazio
Artan Fejza
Gary Fleischman
Norine Galimo
Dan Gargaro
Curis Gazerro
Nicholas Gizzi
Kevin Glupe
Marc Goodrich
Zoey Greene
Jake Hambel
Charles Harvey
Sherry Henderson
George Hernandez
Joseph Hoenigmann
Charles Howe
Melanie Hurley
Adam Kalish
Karen Kampta
Joshua Kaplan
Daniel Kelly
Cynthia Kendziewski
Matthew Kofsky
Margaret Kolakowski
Lauren Liburd
Steven Marchan
Claribel Martinez
Gabriela Monge

Peter O’Leary
Donna Periana Pillai
Renee Perrucci
Melody Pirzadeh
Jon Puerta
Hissaan Rana
Bianca Rodriguez
Jani Rothberg
Sabrina Sarkiso
Kevin Schneider
Ralph Sinopoli
Stephanie Skarren
Marisa Skolnick
Timothy Smyth
Jared Solensten
Katherine Spickerman
Nicholas Squatnito
Zachary Sterling
Kieran Sullivan
Andrew Tarquinio
Daniel Uceda
Emily Verneuille
John Victor
Henry Vilfort
Michael Walling
Steven Walter
Alexander Weith
Thomas Weyer
Kevin Wilson
Jessica Wiszowaty
Thomas Witkowski
Don Wood
Rahema Zia
Bilikiz Adebayo
Meghan Alberts
Donald Albright
Kevin Austin
Catherine Baker
Frank Basile
Rachel Beckwith
Patrick Bertran
Kateb Betrand
Alexander Blaise
Jessica Bodoh
Kasey Bokuniewicz
Katherine Bott
Scott Bova
Ryan Brennan
Melissa Brown
Michelle Buchanan
Somora Burgess
Nicole Caiola
Steven Calisto
Ryan Calkins
Enz Cash
Kevin Centore
Ethan Chaffee
Jonathan Chapman
Cara Ciaramella
Ian Clark
David Cleaver-

Bartholomew
Brian Coghlan
James Cordon
Marie Cronk
Eric Dauphin
Dianara DeMarco
Stephen DeSalvo
Shane Donovan
Bryan Doss
John Enkosky
Perry Ennis
Brian Ephraim
John Evans
Sabia Filiaci
Alicia Fine
Nick Giampaolo
Brian Gittens
Steven Gouvakis
Camille Graham
Vlad Gramma
Connor Greenseich
Joshua Hamilton
Amanda Hand
John Harmatuk
Jay Hassey
John Havel
Rachel Hayden
Bianca Hill
Sean Hines
Lauren Honler
Michael Ilacqua
Matthew Jaronczyk
Samantha Kelley
Jacob Kinsella
Nicolas Koziol
Preston Krieger
Paul LaPlante
Amy Lewandowski
Jacqueline Loveland
Maximilian Luttings
Andrew Maczonis
Kelsey Magraw
Zachary Maio
Andrew Mancino
Alisha Markanich
Jacob Martin
Luke Martin
Matthew McCargar
Christina McQuilkin
Kerry McSweeney
Kristin Metzger
Aaron Millard
Kaitlyn Mitchell
Greg Molfese
Brian Moore
Michael Nash
Terrance Nelson
Patrick O’Brien
Benjamin Oscarlece
Angela Palmer
Lewis Palomeque

Laurel Parrilli
Brandon Patino
Romnea Pich
Timothy Quantrille
John Rauseo
James Reid
Jamie Rizzi
Caitlynn Robisch
Yonic Rojas
Breanna Ryan
Lauren Ryan
Dena Sangese
Matthew Sliker
Amber Slocum
Spencer Smith
Justin Smith
Joshua Smith
Nichoals Staaiano
Nicole Steinruck
Thomas Sullivan
Corey Sveinsson
Elise Tartaglia
John Taylor
Macy Thayer
Daniel Toscano
Jordyn Tracy
James Trionfero
Mathew Velzy
Christian Viertel
Nicolas Visconti
Sicong Wang
Rose Ward
William Wescott
Raymond Wigler
Sheneya Wilson
Robert Woods
Paul Wrobel
Samantha Wyatt
Dengqiusa Yang
Alexsander Yousuf
Phollip Zdanowski
Utica Chapter
John Adams
Emily Brown
Laurence Caldwell
Robert Castellano
Patrick Cerminaro
Kaitlyn Cordell
Sara Cummings
Jennifer Decker
Elizabeth Hale
Brianne Hecker
Rhett Kristl
Benjamin Maciewicz
Shannon Oeser
Geoffrey Ogden
Michael Schilde
Caroline Shaw
Nicholas St. Andrew
Sonia Tal

Jennifer Taurisano
Marie Thomas
Jessie Walter
Sean Yeackel
Westchester Chapter
Pius Amoh
Susan Angelo
Keneth Arias Chacon
Maddalena Autiero
Peta-Gaye Brown
Kaitlin Camporese
Sunny Chacko
Alexander Chou
Angela DiPaola
Nadia Erroja
Alexandra Espinoza
Pasquale Franciosa
Giselle Freitas
Douglas Grover
Dalia-Andreya Guallpa
Joseph Guido
Matej Hrabinsky
Amila Jayampathy
Christine Johnstone
Raheem Lalor
Xinzhen Lao
Margaret Lishnoff
Emily Magnus
Cynthia Mairena
Mery Malpartida
Adam Marshall
Donald McLoughlin
Jarol Mendoza Monsalve
Naiomi Moreno
Kokulba Mujunangoma
Jimmy Mundadan
Zulima Munoz
Michael Muoio
Elizabeth Padilla
Anthony Palanca
Paula Quintanilla
Kavita Raghavan
Rachel Riebling
Joseph Rios
Samuel Rodriguez
Ashley Salazar
Christina Serrao
KunJae Shin
Christopher Sulguero
Waskin Thelusma
Elva Toovey
Jessica Varghese
Louis Villa Larios
Giuliana Villafuerte
Adrian Williamson
Kadeen Wong
Dana Yang
Jianping Zeng
Qin Zheng
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Comptroller affirms NFP rights, responsibilities at FAE event
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

payment as promptly as they would like—he
said it doesn’t change the fact that they are
still responsible for ensuring that tax dollars
uring a talk at the Founda- are spent well and in the manner intended.
tion for Accounting Education’s
According to Mason, the comptroller’s ofExempt Organizations Conference fice is eager to help organizations fulfill these
on Dec. 4, New York’s acting duties, and has been conducting trainings
assistant comptroller Brian
with nonprofits to aid them in
Mason emphasized the right
identifying fraud risks within
of not-for-profit organizations
their structures. In addition,
to receive prompt payment and
he said, the office has made an
contracts from the state and to
effort to share detection techCONFERENCE
be treated as a valuable part of
niques, best practices, tools
the public service delivery sysand safeguards with groups.
tem. However, he said, exempt
However, just as rights are
organizations also have a repaired with responsibilities in
sponsibility to ensure that the
the comptroller’s eyes, trainpublic monies they receive are properly ac- ing and best practices are also paired with
counted for—and the state has been cracking enforcement. As of late, Mason said, the
down on groups that don’t hold up their end. comptroller’s office has turned a critical eye
“You share responsibility with us in the to special education nonprofits, which have
government to [guard against] waste, fraud been seeing an unusually high amount of
and abuse,” he said.
waste, fraud and abuse.
Though he acknowledged that clients in
Recent audits in this sector, he said, have
the not-for-profit sector often have a bevy lead to indictments of several individuals.
of complaints—for example, that they are Mason told the audience about a special
underfunded, encounter bureaucratic or ad- education nonprofit in which the executive
ministrative burdens and don’t always receive director’s wife was paid $610,000 to serve as

D
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Nonprofit Revitalization Act signed
BY ROBERT BUSWEILER
Trusted Professional Correspondent

G

overnor Andrew Cuomo signed
the Nonprofit Revitalization Act
into law on Dec. 18. The bill, the
first major overhaul of the state’s
charities laws in more than four decades, was
overwhelmingly passed by both the State
Senate and Assembly before the legislative
session ended in June.
For more than two years, the Society’s
Not-for-Profit Organizations Committee, Legislative Task Force and Board of
Directors worked together on submitting
technical comments to State Attorney
General Eric T. Schneiderman’s office and
to the bill sponsors State Senator Michael
Ranzenhofer (R-61) and Assemblyman
James Brennan (D-44). Society Representatives also testified at two of the bill’s three
public hearings which were held before the
State Senate and Assembly’s Corporations,
Authorities and Commissions committees.
“The Not-for-Profit Committee has not
only followed, but also played a proactive
role in the development and final stages
of the Nonprofit Revitalization Act,” said
David M. Rottkamp, chair of the Not-forProfit Organizations Committee. “We are
proud to have been a part of the process of
getting the billed passed and look forward
to continuing to help the Nonprofit community prosper in New York.”

Items the Society advocated for that were
included in the bill include:
• Additional organizational and financial
guidance and simplification measures
• Modernization efforts aimed at streamlining the operations of not-for-profit
organizations with regards to reporting and
filing requirements
• An increase the in the audit requirement
threshold from $250,000 in annual revenue
to $500,000 (with scheduled increases to
$750,000 in 2017 and $1 million in 2021)
• Strengthened conflict-of-interest and
whistleblower policies
• An increase in the response timeframe for
additional audits requested by the State Attorney General’s office from 60 days to 120 days
The Society’s letter in support of the bill,
which was sent to Governor Cuomo, can be
found online at www.nysscpa.org/pdfs/nfp.pdf.
Video of the Society’s testimony in front of
the State Senate and Assembly can also be
found online:
• Albany hearing: www.nysenate.gov/
event/2013/may/22/examine-re-codification-new-york-state-s-not-profit-corporation-law-effort-reduce• New York City hearing: www.nysenate.
gov/event/2013/may/24/examine-re-codification-new-york-state-s-not-profit-corporation-law-effort-reduceA copy of the bill is shown at http://open.
nysenate.gov/legislation/bill/A8072-2013.
rbusweiler@nysscpa.org

the assistant executive director, even though
she was employed full-time at CUNY. That
arrangement, when discovered, resulted in
the couple’s arrest and conviction. He also
pointed to a case that took place in November, where a man who ran a special education
pre-school program siphoned $1.5 million
off the organization. He was charged with
fraud after an audit revealed the theft.
In response to problems in this particular area, Mason said the comptroller’s office
has been convening leaders for increased input and awareness. What’s more, the State
Education Department has been training
comptroller staff on the financial reporting
requirements of special education so that
they can gain a good grounding in the inner
workings of such programs in order to improve their audits.
Beyond special education, Mason said that
the comptroller’s office is also particularly
interested in housing programs and Alzheimer’s services, which are major state-funded
areas with large investments of public money.

A closer look at the process
So what happens if you’re a nonprofit organization and you find yourself audited by the
state comptroller’s office? It’s quite similar to
other audits. First, Mason said, expect an engagement letter that lays out details such as
scope, objectives and protocol and explains
who the audit liaison will be. The field work
will include, “as you expect, certain substantive testing of accounts and records,” Mason
added. “It will also include interviews of officials responsible for financial management
and other program areas that come under the
scope of the audit.”
Then, he said, expect a sit-down with

agency officials, who will discuss the findings, bring attention to their concerns and
make sure that the auditors took everything
into consideration. This may be accompanied
by additional field work, in which previous
findings will be adjusted if needed, followed
by the release of a preliminary report, to
which the organization has the opportunity
to respond.
As the comptroller’s office finishes up its
audit work, it will conduct a closing conference with senior agency officials and, again,
go through its findings and give the office’s
response to the agency’s response. Once
that’s taken into account, the comptroller’s
office will then issue a draft audit report,
to which the audited agency has 30 days to
respond. Thereafter, the comptroller’s office
will consider whether any additional changes are needed, before a final report is issued,
with the agency’s comments to the draft report appended to the document.
“Our auditing process is one that entails a
number of procedures to ensure that, by the
time we get to the final report, we’re pretty
confident in the accuracy of our findings, conclusions and recommendations,” Mason said.
He stressed, however, that the purpose of
the audit is not to “paint with a broad brush
and to try to defame an entire industry or
group of providers.” He said that the audit
reports also highlights actions that were appropriately taken and costs that were both
claimed and supported.
“If a particular provider basically has a
clean audit, that’s what [the report] will say,
and what the public will see,” he said. “I think
that’s something the comptroller would like
to share.”
cgaetano@nysscpa.org

UPCOMING INDUSTRY COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Chief Financial Officers
Entertainment, Arts and Sports
Family Office
Internal Audit
Private Equity and Venture Capital
Real Estate
Small Business Outreach
Stock Brokerage

Wed., Jan. 22
Wed., Jan. 29
Thurs., Jan. 23
Wed., Jan. 15
Tues., Jan. 14
Wed., Jan. 8
Tues., Jan. 14
Tues., Jan. 7

This is a partial listing, which is subject to change. For a complete and updated listing of meetings, visit
www.nysscpa.org, click on “About Us,” and choose “Committees” from the dropdown menu.

Interested in joining a committee?
Fill out an application online or contact Nereida Gomez, Manager, Committee and Administrative Services,
at 212-719-8358 or ngomez@nysscpa.org, to find out more information.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES
Family Office

Wed., Feb. 5
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A fresh look at NYC TC309 certification
BY RICHARD J. KORETO
Trusted Professional Correspondent

A

lmost exactly a year ago, the
NYSSCPA’s Real Estate Committee and the AICPA Auditing
Standards Board worked with
the New York City Tax Commission to
align one of the city’s real estate forms—
TC309, Accountant’s Certification—with
the AICPA’s Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) 122, Clarification and Recodification. The three groups worked out a compromise, as outlined in an article in the January
2013 Trusted Professional.
Form TC309 has to accompany the
city’s schedule of income and expenses for
rent-producing properties when the parcel
has a tentative actual assessed valuation of
$1 million or more and income exceeding $100,000, as stated in Form TC201,
Income and Expense Schedule for Rent
Producing Property. It consists of an independent auditor’s report, which the auditor
uses to express an opinion on the schedule
of income and expenses on Form TC201.
After considerable discussion, on Dec. 18,

2012, the Society’s Real Estate Committee
sent a SAS 122-compliant draft of the independent auditor’s report to the Tax Commission. The commission ultimately agreed
to accept two different solutions, both of
which the AICPA authored and would meet
the guidance in SAS 122.
In brief, as specified in the AICPA-developed guidance, auditors can augment Form
TC309 in one of two ways:
The Footnote Solution: Auditors add four
footnotes to the form. These note the
schedule period ending date, the applicant’s
responsibility, a description of audit procedures and an expression of the statement of
opinion.
The Attached Report Solution: Auditors
write “see attached report” in the footnotes
section of Form TC309. Even when they do
this, however, auditors must still fully complete form TC309. The commission requires
the signature of the engagement partner.
Ideally, everything should have worked
out from there—everyone agreed on a revised SAS-compliant Form TC309. But
many CPAs have not gotten the message.
Abraham E. Haspel, a member of the

Real Estate Committee, said that the Tax
Commission has informed the committee
that a “substantial number” of CPAs have
used an unmodified TC309, and thus, were
not in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards (GAAS). That is, they
used neither of the above solutions. These
omissions have implications beyond the
audits themselves. According to Haspel,
“Because of last year’s poor experience, it is
likely that subsequent peer reviews may focus on audits of NYC certiorari compliance
with GAAS.”

A peer review issue
Grace G. Singer, a member of the
NYSSCPA’s Peer Review Committee, said
that tax certiorari auditors’ reports (TC309)
will subject practitioners to the mandatory quality review requirements under
New York State Education Law (Article
149, Section 7410, subdivision 4). Under
the mandatory quality review provisions,
any “attest” services performed pursuant
to New York state law, or for any state or
municipal department, shall require the
firm to undergo an external peer review.

New York looks to change debt collections
BY RICHARD J. KORETO
Trusted Professional Correspondent

C

PAs may be able to give clients facing debt collectors some good news,
if New York state’s Department of
Financial Services (DFS) gets its
way. The state court system recently put out
a proposal to require standardized affidavits
in consumer credit actions seeking default
judgments. DFS Superintendent Benjamin
M. Lawsky responded with a comment letter supporting that change—and making
additional debtor-rights suggestions, both
in litigation situations and in prelitigation.
Lawsky would like to see an end to the
“robosigning” of affidavits in order to make
sure debt collectors actually are familiar with a particular consumer’s file. (This
practice came under fire during the mortgage crisis.) Also proposed are requirements
that debt collectors include essential details
in the affidavits and attach documentation
regarding the debt. Litigation should not be
allowed, Lawsky believes, until consumers
receive a precomplaint notice.
But even before cases reach the courts,
Lawsky would like to see restraints on what
debt collectors can do. He wants to require
collectors to provide additional information
to consumers before trying to collect a debt.

When consumers dispute the validity of a
debt—even over the phone—Lawsky believes that collectors should have to provide
documentation that the debt is valid, such
as copies of signed contracts. They would
also have to disclose to consumers their
rights under the Exempt Income Protection
Act, which puts certain sources of income
beyond the reach of collectors.

Longstanding problems—with new wrinkles
The reform of debt collection practices goes
back to the day when debtors’ prisons were
common. But even though those days are
gone, Lawsky sees additional problems in
today’s debt markets. In his letter, he says
that the debt-buying market is rapidly
growing—debts are solid for “pennies on
the dollars,” and the purchasers, who have
little documentation, aggressively pursue
payment. Consumers find that collectors
are going after the wrong person, or have
the wrong amount, as they have little backup information.
Lawsky says that he supports the rights
of businesses to collect actual debts, and he
believes that consumers should pay what
they owe. But under the current system,
too many debt collectors “abuse the justice
system and use the courts as a tool for collecting unverifiable debts from consumers

who never had a fair opportunity to contest
them.”

A federal issue, too
Lawsky wanted to show these are not just
New York ideas. To back up his claims, he
cited a Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
report from February 2009 titled, Collecting Consumer Debts: The Challenges of
Change, A Workshop Report. The report
described the dangers of technology, noting
that although debt collectors should be allowed to use new technologies, laws should
prevent collectors from using them in ways
that subject consumers to “deceptive, or
abusive acts and practices.”
The report also contains the text of the
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, which
currently governs debt collectors on a
federal level. Although state and federal
changes are still in the discussion stage,
help is available on the FTC’s debt collection page (http://www.consumer.ftc.
gov/articles/0149-debt-collection), which
provides detailed, plain-English guidance
regarding a consumer’s rights in a debt
collection situation.

rkoreto@nysscpa.org

Attest services, which are further defined
in Section 7401-a.1. of article 149, specifically include audits. Therefore, the tax
certiorari audit report qualifies as an attest
engagement and is filed pursuant to New
York City administrative law. Those sole
proprietorship firms or firms with two
or fewer accounting professionals who
thought their practices may be exempt
under Section 7410, subdivision 2, of Article 149 are indeed subject to mandatory
quality review under the law for simply
performing a tax certiorari audit.
As Singer emphasizes, “It is important
for firms to remember that tax certioraris
may be picked for peer review and that the
auditor’s report must comply with professional standards.”
rkoreto@nysscpa.org

For more taxation news, visit
www.trustedprofessional.com
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Risk exposures in tax-related services: what you need to know
BY RANDY R. WERNER, J.D., LL.M./
TAX, CPA

well be irregular. Investigate the issue, document it, and communicate it.

here are several steps that firms can
take to minimize areas of risk in
tax-related services provided to clients; to help illustrate that point,
we’ve outlined three key strategies here.
When considering these or additional actions, however, keep in mind that certain
professional liability concepts affect the way
CPAs and their services are perceived by clients and others. For example:
• CPAs are not judged by professional
standards in the liability world. The way they
are judged depends upon the perceptions of
jurors—average, hard-working individuals
who, for the most part, understand little if
anything about what CPAs do in their profession. CPAs may also be judged by other
professionals, such as judges or arbitrators,
who are hampered by the same ignorance or
lack of experience.
• The length of the CPA’s relationship
with the client, multiplied by the breadth of
services, equals the amount of risk exposure
to the CPA. This formula, also known as the
“geometry of duty,” means that the CPA at a
certain point becomes viewed as a trusted financial advisor with fiduciary responsibilities
to monitor the client’s financial resources.
• Clients expect CPAs to advise them of opportunities and warn them of risks. If a claim
involves any type of fraud, clients generally
believe that the CPA should have known that
it was occurring, and jurors generally believe
that a CPA’s job is to catch fraud, or at least
to warn the client of the risks.
Jurors rarely care about CPA professional
standards, rules or disclaimers. What they
care about is CPAs “getting it right.” When
you are preparing tax returns, you are not required to verify certain types of information.
But if something looks irregular, it may very

Claims involving tax credits

T

Professional liability claims involving unclaimed or improperly calculated business
tax credits sometimes result from the client
discovering the errors or omissions with the
assistance of another CPA firm. The client
may then initiate a claim against the CPA
who prepared the original return, with damages depending on whether the refund statute of limitations for the tax year(s) involved
is still open, or the credit had to be claimed
in a specific year.
If the refund statute of limitations is open,
the amount of damages may include the
return preparation fee for the amended return. If the statute of limitations is closed,
the damages may include the amount of the
unclaimed credits, which can be significant.
To prevent a client from targeting your
firm with this type of claim, do the following:
1) that your firm’s members familiarize
themselves with (a) the various federal and
state credits available and (b) how to properly calculate each available credit;
2) that as part of its return preparation
process (using a tax return organizer or other
written communications), your firm obtain
client representations regarding the client’s
eligibility for the various available federal
and state income tax credits and the client’s
desire to take advantage of specific credits;
and
3) that your firm consider identifying and
carefully reviewing prior returns that have a
strong probability of containing unclaimed
or improperly calculated credits, and inform
the client of any such credits.

Documentation
Always document important information,
events, advice, and your client’s decisions.

Documentation also serves as an effective reminder of why certain decisions were made.
For instance, a client may have a good business reason for not taking certain tax credits,
but as memories may begin to fade over a
period of time, documentation will prevent
the client from later asserting that the CPA
was responsible for not taking certain credits
on the client’s tax return.
Another good use of documentation is to
obtain written confirmation of the amounts
used to calculate tax filing extension payments. Written confirmation gives the client
an opportunity to review the information
and to change any information that appears
incorrect, or to provide any missing information or estimates, prior to the deadline.
The confirmation also serves as a record of
the client’s representations so that the client
cannot initiate an action against the CPA if
the client incurs a penalty.
Documentation is needed from the beginning to the end of the engagement. It begins with the engagement letter, which states
what the firm is going to do, what it’s not going to do, the limitations of the engagement
and what the client’s responsibilities are.
The engagement letter is an excellent way
to manage client expectations for the engagement, including billing and payment
terms, which should also be discussed with
the client. A proven way to avoid fee collection problems is to always include a stopwork clause in the letter and enforce the clause
to prevent unpaid fees from building up to
the point where you believe you can no longer walk away from them.
When the unpaid fees become so large
that the firm wants to sue for them, the client has little to lose by suing the CPA for
malpractice, escalating the situation from a
simple fee dispute to a lawsuit. The legal fees
incurred as a result of the lawsuits, and the
billable time lost by the firm, often exceed

the amount of fees owed to the firm. It’s also
important to check with your professional liability carrier before taking any legal action,
as your insurance policy might not cover a
counter suit to your suit for fees.

Conflicts of interest
Tax return preparation engagements are also
prone to conflicts of interest when the CPA
is representing a married couple that is getting a divorce, or representing business partners who are dissolving their business entity.
The CPA will sometimes agree to represent
both the husband and the wife in a divorce
when they are still friendly and cooperative.
Many times, though, the relationship in a divorce will deteriorate rapidly, and the CPA
is then caught in the middle. The same is
true for dissolutions or disputes among business partners. Disputes between partners or
owners often result in the CPA’s advice becoming perceived by one of them as favoring
the other partner, resulting in a professional
liability claim.
When in doubt about the best course of
action, call your attorney or professional liability risk adviser for guidance.
Randy R. Werner is a loss prevention executive with Camico (www.camico.com). She responds to Camico loss prevention hotline inquiries and speaks to CPA groups on various topics.

For information on the Camico program,
call Camico directly at 800-652-1772,
or contact:
(Upstate) Reggie DeJean, Lawley Service,
Inc., 716-849-8618, and
(Downstate) Dan Hudson, Chesapeake
Professional Liability Brokers, Inc.,
410-757-1932.

JOEL LANZ

Tech

BY JOEL LANZ, CPA/CITP, CFF, CISA,
CISM, CISSP, CF

F

or CPAs and their clients, a new year
brings new opportunities to work out
the kinks in strategic plans and think
up solutions to obstacles that had
previously prevented or reduced their organization’s success. The 7 resolutions listed
below are a good place to start; in one way
or another, they’ll help you to better leverage
investments in technology and align them
with company objectives. Have you, your
colleagues or your firm made tech resolutions worth sharing? Let us know, by tweeting @nysscpa, hashtag #techresolutions.

Resolution #1: Always remember—it’s about
the business
All too often, executives focus on the glamor and promises of technology rather than
the actual creation of business value. It’s not
surprising to read about significant wasted
technology investments and related project
failures in the business press. Shareholder
value creation should drive the investment
and use of technology–not the other way
around. If you make any resolutions this year,
resolve not to shell out for technology unless
you first have a clear idea of the possible benefits for business.

Resolution #2: Understand the technology
you’ve invested in and use it
Though it’s common, each New Year, for people to sign up for a gym, their membership
will only be effective and achieve results if it
is used. The same holds true for technology.
Yet many companies don’t know how to use
the technology they have, because they never allotted the time or resources to become
properly schooled in its features, or they assumed that employees would somehow learn
on the job. (FYI, given the demands of daily business activities, employees never truly
have the opportunity to learn the ins and
outs of technology on the job; they should
be provided with the appropriate training.)
In addition to squandering the investment
made, improper use or poor deployment of
technology can result in other losses, such as
inaccurate data and unprotected access.

Resolution #3: Know the real spend of your
technology
Have you ever tried to determine how much
your organization really spends on the technology being used? I’m not just talking about
the amounts recorded in the accounting
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IT resolutions worth making this year
How to leverage technology better in 2014

records, but also the soft costs related to
wasted productivity. Frequently I find that
when determining the costs of technology, organizations only assess the direct cost
attributes and not the indirect costs. (For
example, have departments within the organization had to adjust their processes and
controls to accommodate the new technology?) To better guide their decisions, financial
professionals should consider the total spend
when assessing the cost benefits of introducing new technology solutions.

Resolution #4: Pay attention to how your competition uses technology
Given today’s reality, in which most business
processes are mainly supported through offthe-shelf software, including niche cloud
solutions for particular industries rather than
customized solutions, benchmarking your
organization’s use of technology against your
industry competition can be an effective way
to help ensure the competitiveness of your
service delivery and management control
systems. However, the astute professional
will need to determine whether it’s better for
his or her organization to be on the cutting
edge of a new technology—which can be
subject to growing pains and development
errors, but can result in being first to market—or to use a commoditized, but proven,
technology that is also available to industry
competitors.

Resolution #5: Appreciate the difference between data and information
Claims about the advantages and promise of
big data—i.e., the vast amount of structured
and unstructured data collected digitally—
are everywhere. Quite frankly, I happen to be
a fan and believe that it can provide tremendous opportunity for financial professionals
to refine business strategy. However, there is
a difference between raw data and information. Just relying on data itself, and assuming
it is accurate and complete, can pose risks and
may lead you to make incorrect decisions. It
is important to combine the raw data with
intellect so that appropriate business actions
can be taken.

Resolution #6: Manage the vendor relationship
Whether to take advantage of the opportunities offered by cloud computing or to
leverage the benefits of traditional outsourcing, more businesses are relying on
third-party providers to help with business
development and service delivery. Many executives appreciate the opportunity to rid

themselves of technology challenges and
transfer those responsibilities to someone
else. Unfortunately, although the latter can
reduce many of the stresses involved with
day-to-day operations, overall accountability for ensuring appropriate interactions with
customers, protecting their information and
ensuring accuracy of information, especially
financially related information reported as
part of a public company, cannot be delegated. Businesses should establish appropriate
programs to ensure that their vendors adhere
to the contract signed and that what needs to
be protected, is.

Resolution #7: Understand the role of end-user
computing on your overall environment
The need for end-user computing—off-theshelf applications such as Microsoft Excel
that allow users to manage and manipulate
data—varies between organizations. It may
be necessary, for example, to address a legitimate need that can’t be satisfied using the
core accounting system. The challenge facing
businesses is that end-user computing, in-

cluding the use of spreadsheets and desktop
databases, may not be subject to the same access, completeness and accuracy controls that
data residing in the core system is subjected
to. For example, a spreadsheet used to facilitate financial reporting may not be subject to
the same system development lifecycle controls that an application developed as part of
the core system has; consequentially, there
may be questions about whether the results
produced are accurate. Readers who take
advantage of end-user computing would be
advised to fully understand how the technology risk is mitigated and to ensure that
data standards are maintained consistently
throughout the organization to help ensure
information reliability.
Joel Lanz, CPA/CITP, CFF, CISA, CISM,
CISSP, CFE, is the sole proprietor of Joel Lanz,
CPA P.C., and an adjunct professor at SUNY–
College at Old Westbury. He is a member and
past chair of the NYSSCPA’s Technology Assurance Committee and a member of The CPA
Journal Editorial Board. Mr. Lanz can be
reached at jlanz@joellanzcpa.com.

Start the New Year with new connections at:

New online member communities are here!

w Connect quickly and easily with your CPA colleagues
w Engage in conversation on topics that interest you
w Share information, ideas, and resources
w Participate in discussions on chapter events, FAE events,
committee matters, and more

See how connected communities available
through Exchange can become your number one
way to engage with fellow CPAs.

Visit exchange.nysscpa.org today!
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An invaluable tool for planning and checking your growth this year

BY PEI-CEN LIN, CPA, SPHR

T

hough your annual employee review
may be months away, now’s a great
time for you to put yourself in your
manager’s seat and take a hard look
at your performance. And not just because
it’s the season for setting resolutions—if
you care about and want to own your career,
you simply cannot let the employer’s performance review cycle dictate when you come
up with goals or review your progress. Instead, you should treat the corporate performance management process as a supplement
to your own ongoing self-assessment.

So, how can you get started? For one,
it will be helpful to have an Individual
Development Plan (IDP) to map out your
vision for yourself. An IDP is a strategic plan
that encourages you to identify in writing
your goals, the steps you must take to reach
them, your strengths and your weaknesses.
It requires you to think about what makes
you happy and how you would like to see
yourself grow, as well as what’s necessary to
move on to the next level. What’s more, it’s
an opportunity to give yourself credit for
how far you’ve come; recognizing success
is just as important as identifying what you
must work on.

I’ve included a blank template of an IDP
below. The document can be as fluid and as
real-time as you need it to be. There are no
review cycles that you must adhere to, though
you should periodically check in to ensure
that you are progressing as planned, and to
see if the goals you’ve set for yourself still
hold true given your current environment
and opportunities. Keep in mind that every
goal you set should be purposeful and result
in a tangible benefit. This IDP can also be
applied to your personal life.
Words from the wise: “Life is short. Time
is finite. Don’t waste it.” Happy goal setting!

Individual Development Plan
Short-term Goals: ___________________________________________________________________________
Long-term Goals: ___________________________________________________________________________
What are your strengths? ______________________________________________________________________
What skills would you like to develop? ______________________________________________________________

Action Plan

Progress Checks

DEVELOPMENT GOAL #1

DEVELOPMENT GOAL #2

Goal:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Goal:
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Development Method

Development Method

(training, education, projects, assignments, activities, etc.)

(training, education, projects, assignments, activities, etc.)

Method: ______________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Method: ______________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________
____________________________

Source/Resource:
Beginning Date:
Expected Date of Completion:
Application1:
Measures2:

Source/Resource:
Beginning Date:
Expected Date of Completion:
Application1:
Measures2:

Date: ______________________
Outcome: ____________________
Date: ______________________
Outcome: ___________________

Development Results
Evaluation:

(learning experience, application, benefits)

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

1
2

Application = How will you apply what you learned?
Measures = How will you measure meeting your goal?

Pei-Cen Lin, CPA, SPHR, is a strategic talent management and organizational development professional in the human resources field. She is
also a past chair of the NYSSCPA’s Human Resources Committee. Ms. Lin can be reached at pei-cen.lin@nysscpa.org.

TIP OF THE MONTH

How to stay sane
during tax season
With busy season just around the corner,
you might be under the impression that
you’ll soon have to drop the “life” in your
“work-life balance.” But while it’s true that
the next few months will be hectic for many
a CPA, it’s a fallacy that accounting professionals have to completely cede their
downtime or their peace of mind this time
of year. The keywords to keeping yours
are planning, focus, and reward. Before
busy season hits:

GET AHEAD OF THE GAME, and figure
out what activities, tasks, or chores you
can complete or outsource now before
your schedule gets too crazy. That includes household obligations, such as
setting up auto bill payments and arranging childcare or dog-sitting services for
the next few months. Getting organized
ahead of time will reduce stress and anxiety later on, and knocks administrative
tasks off your to do lists. “Getting ahead”
also means maximizing your free time before the storm and scheduling dinner with
friends or planning a weekend road trip.
This will enable you to nourish yourself before you get caught up in your work and
see what lies ahead more clearly.
ADD SOCIAL FUNCTIONS AND “ME
TIME” TO YOUR CALENDAR. This
should include personal events and obligations, such as attending your child’s recital or having a weekly date-night with a
spouse, as well as self-care activities such
as going to the gym or meditating. If it’s
on a schedule, it’s harder to overlook and
easier to plan for when you’re really busy.

PLAN YOUR REWARD. What are some
activities you want to do after busy season? Will you take off from work and
go on a vacation? Will you schedule an
immediate weekend to sleep in and decompress? Will you go out and party with
friends? Will you enroll in a class you’ve
been longing to take? Write down what
you want to do after busy season and
consider this your “reward,” i.e. the light
at the end of the tunnel. When you have
something to look forward to, you can get
through almost anything.
–P.C.L

Ethics
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International Taxation Conference

2-day conference—attend either day or both to get the full benefit

Thursday, January 30, 2014
and

Friday, January 31, 2014
FAE LEARNING CENTER, NEW YORK CITY

Day 1—covers introductory issues in International Taxation, such as—
z Offshore Asset Reporting and FATCA Legislation
z Offshore Pensions; Estates &Trusts
z Accounting and Tax Reporting Challenges for International Businesses

Day 2—covers advanced issues, including—
z Transfer Pricing
z International Aspects of e-Commerce
z Cross-Border Funds and Investments
z Individual and Entity Inbound and Outbound Transactions

January 2014

z DISCIPLINARY MATTERS
Joseph F. Sofo, of Great Neck, N.Y., was suspended from NYSSCPA
membership for a period of one year, effective Aug. 20, 2013, under
the automatic disciplinary provisions of the NYSSCPA’s bylaws, as a
result of the Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) disciplinary
action. The SEC ordered Sofo to cease and desist from committing
or causing any violations and any future violations of Sections 17(a)
(2) and (3) of the Securities Act and, pursuant to Section 203(k) of
the Advisers Act, to cease and desist from committing or causing any
violations and any future violations of Section 206(4) of the Advisers
Act and Rule 206(4)-8 thereunder, and to pay disgorgement of $4,521
and prejudgment interest of $1,117. The decision was based on the
SEC’s findings that Sofo engaged in improper professional conduct
in connection with audits conducted by his firm, whereby, as the
engagement partner on the financial statements of a hedge fund during
the years ended December 2005 and December 2006, he issued an
unqualified audit opinion for the audits of financial statements which
were not in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
and had not been audited in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards.

Michael T. Studer, of Freeport, N.Y., was admonished, effective
Sept. 4, 2013, under the automatic disciplinary provisions of the
NYSSCPA’s bylaws, as a result of the Public Accounting Oversight
Board’s (PCAOB) disciplinary action. The PCAOB censured Studer,
required him to retain an independent monitor, imposed a practice
restriction for a period of three years (on the firm), and directed him
to complete 60 hours of specified continuing professional education
courses. The decision was based on the PCAOB’s findings that Studer
violated PCAOB rules, auditing standards and PCAOB quality control
standards in connection with the firm’s integrated audit of internal
control over financial reporting and financial statements of one issuer
client as of and for the year ended Dec. 31, 2008, and the firm’s
audits of the financial statements of two issuer clients for the years
ended Dec. 31, 2006 and Dec. 31, 2007.

Choose just one day or attend both!
For more details on sessions, speakers, and registration, visit our website at
www.nysscpa.org/intltax14.

CONFERENCE INFORMATION:

Recommended CPE Credit: 9 hours each day; 18 hours for both days

COURSE CODES:

Day 1 In-Person:
25610411;
Day 2 In-Person:
25610412;
Both days In-Person: 25610413;

Day 1 Live Webcast:
35610411
Day 2 Live Webcast:
35610412
Both days Live Webcast: 35610413

FAE VP Users Note:

2-day conference uses 16 FAE VP credits for 18 credits worth of value—

that’s like getting 2 CPE credits free!

The Trusted Professional is online at
www.TrustedProfessional.com

Register Today! Visit www.nysscpa.org/intltax14 or call 800-537-3635.
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NYSSCPA chapters give back for the holiday season
BY CHRIS GAETANO
Trusted Professional Staff

N

YSSCPA members throughout the
state took the time to give back to
their communities this holiday season, through a series of fund-raisers and charity drives that benefitted various
organizations.
Many chapters contributed to Toys for
Tots, a nonprofit run by the U.S. Marine
Corps that distributes new and unused toys
to needy children across the country.
The Manhattan/Bronx Chapter, for
example, held a Toys for Tots collection on
Dec. 4 at the Manhattan sports bar Midtown
1015. The social event, which was run as a
fund-raiser rather than a toy drive, drew
more than 60 people and raised $1,500
for the charitable organization, according
to Manhattan/Bronx Chapter President
Barbara A. Marino.
Noting that it is the chapter’s seventh
year putting on such an event, Marino
acknowledged the contributions of the
Manhattan/Bronx Young CPAs Committee,
particularly co-chairs Michael E. Shuster
and Jordan S. Frey, who searched for the
right venue, obtained sponsorships and
promoted the fund-raiser.
The Northeast Chapter held a Toys
for Tots event of its own at the Recovery
Sports Grill in Colonie on Dec. 5. Besides
NYSSCPA members, the chapter invited
other young professionals throughout the
area; admission was free with the donation
of an unwrapped toy. Amanda M. Russell,
co-chair of the Northeast Young CPAs
Committee, which coordinated the event,

said chapter members were able to collect
two full shopping carts worth of gifts.
“We had a better turnout than we had in
the previous year, and saw a lot of new faces
in the crowd!” Russell said.
On Dec. 5, the Mid Hudson Chapter held
a charitable holiday mixer, gathering at the
Powelton Club in Newburgh. The cap-off to
an ongoing Toys for Tots drive that started
in November, it drew 57 attendees, according

chapter was fortunate to have had so many
eager participants this year, since volunteers
were needed to obtain boxes from grocery
stores, assemble and wrap them, coordinate
the collection efforts at each location, shop
for toys and arrange the collection for the
Marines.
Established in 1995, the Suffolk
Chapter Toys for Tots program has grown
tremendously since it first began, Barry

The Suffolk Chapter collected 125 boxes of toys for the Toys for Tots program, while Mid Hudson chapter members, seen below left with representatives from the U.S. Marine Corps, were able to raise more than $1200 for
the cause. Below, right: Manhattan/Bronx volunteers Akshay T. Shrimanker, Michael E. Shuster, Jordan S. Frey,
Scott Steckel, Belayet Khan, and Kwok Tse at the chapter’s Toys for Tots fundraiser in December.

to Magda V. Reyes, chair of the chapter’s
Young CPAs Committee. Reyes said the
event also had the enthusiastic participation
of local firms; the chapter secured so many
sponsorships from them that the mixer was
put on for free. In the end, chapter members
were able to raise $1,209 and, according to
Reyes, “tons and tons of toys.”
Suffolk Chapter members, meanwhile,
had their Toys for Tots collection on
Dec. 13. Cynthia D. Barry, a past Suffolk
Chapter president and one of the event’s
coordinators, said they were able to collect
125 boxes of toys, a haul that needed to
be collected by 20 marines. Barry said the

said—so much so that the Marines have had
to change their method of pick up along the
way. Years ago, they arrived with a five-ton
truck, she said. That later turned into a seventon truck and “now they come fully prepared
with a tractor trailer.” She added that the
chapter’s effort has also grown to encompass
drop-off sites in Nassau, Queens, Brooklyn
and Manhattan as well as Suffolk County.
The Buffalo Chapter held its first annual
Christmas fundraiser on Dec. 3, collecting
$150 for the Hunter’s Hope Foundation.
Hunter’s Hope seeks to call attention to,
and support research for, Krabbe Disease, a
degenerative and often fatal nerve condition.

The event offered good networking
opportunities for attendants, and led to
several recruitments for the Society from
local firms, according to Ashley D. Blecha,
a member of the chapter’s Young CPAs
Committee. In addition, Blecha said, the
chapter also provides gift wrapping at the
local mall during the holidays to benefit
Autism Services Inc., an organization
committed to treating, educating and caring
for people with autism spectrum disorders.
The Rochester Chapter’s charity event
benefitted the Flower City Habitat for
Humanity. Held at a local restaurant, the
Tap & Table, on Dec. 3, the networking
social featured food, drink and a 50/50 raffle.
The chapter’s Young CPAs Committee also
invited other groups of young professionals,
including those representing lawyers,
realtors, architects and civil engineers,
according to member Matthew Taylor. He
said the chapter was able to raise $500 at the
event, and had collected $20,000 throughout
the year for Habitat for Humanity.
“The [chapter’s] goals are to promote
relevant
training
and
professional
networking and spotlight Rochester grassroots companies and local charities,” Taylor
said. “We think the Rochester Flower City
Habitat for Humanity encompasses the last
three, so [it’s] a good fit.”
Finally, the Nassau Chapter had a holiday
charity event on Dec. 12 at Jewel in Melville.
The networking event benefitted the Ronald
McDonald House charity, and gathered not
only money but food and household supplies
for needy families in the area.
cgaetano@nysscpa.org
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z CHAPTER EVENTS AND CPE
BUFFALO

IRS NYS Update CPE Session
When: Jan. 7, 9 a.m.–12 p.m.
Where: Miliennium Hotel
Cost: $30 member; $60 nonmember
CPE: 3 (taxation)
Course Code: 29015408
Contact: Christine Learman at chris@chrislearmancpa.com
AICPA’s New Financial Reporting Framework and
Networking Event
When: Jan. 16, 3:30 p.m. (networking/welcome); 4–5 p.m.
(presentation); 5–7:30 p.m. (cocktails and hors d’oeuvres)
Where: Soho Burger Bar, 64 West Chippewa Street
Cost: $30 per person
CPE: 1 (accounting)
Course Code: 29011409
Contact: Erika Augustyniak at eaugustyniak@mtb.com

MANHATTAN/BRONX

Financial Forensics Series: Event 2. Service Focus
When: Jan. 9, 6–8 p.m. (5:30 p.m. check-in)
Where: FAE Learning Center
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers; $40 walk-ins
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge and applications)
Course Code: 29155409
Teleconference Code: 29155411
Contact: Roman Matatov at romanmatatov@yahoo.com
How to Communicate with Power, Purpose
and Confidence
When: Jan. 13, 6–8 p.m. (5:30 p.m. check-in)
Where: FAE Learning Center
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers; $40 walk-ins
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge and applications)
Course Code: 29155403
Contact: Maya Khan at mkhan@recp.com
SEC Enforcement
When: Jan. 14, 6–7:40 p.m.
Where: Hotel Pennsylvania, 401 7th Ave.
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers; $40 walk-ins
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge and applications)
Course Code: 29155405
Contact: Elysa K. Dauerman at Elysa_Dauerman@hotmail.com

Do you read the

Financial Forensics Series: 3. Industry Focus
When: Feb. 26, 6–8 p.m. (5:30 p.m. check-in)
Where: FAE Learning Center
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers; $40 walk-ins
CPE/Course Code: (pending)
Contact: Roman Matatov at romanmatatov@yahoo.com
Financial Forensics Series: 4.
Practice Management Focus
When: April 23, 6–8 p.m.; (5:30 p.m. check-in)
Where: FAE Learning Center
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers; $40 walk-ins
CPE/Course Code: (pending)
Contact: Roman Matatov at romanmatatov@yahoo.com
Financial Forensics Series: 5. Capstone Event
When: May 21, 6–8 p.m. (5:30 p.m. check-in)
Where: FAE Learning Center
Cost: $20 members; $30 nonmembers; $40 walk-ins
CPE/Course Code: (pending)
Contact: Roman Matatov at romanmatatov@yahoo.com

MID HUDSON

Business Communication Essentials
When: Jan. 29, 9–11 a.m.
Where: Mount Saint Mary College
Cost: $15 per person
CPE: 2 (specialized knowledge and applications)
Course Code: 29025401
Contact: Rebecca Hasbrouck at rhasbrouck@vddw.com

NASSAU

Nassau Chapter All-Day Estate and
Personal Financial Planning Conference
When: Jan. 11, 9 a.m.–5:15 p.m.
(8:30 a.m. check-in)
Where: Melville Marriott Long Island,
1350 Old Walt Whitman Road
Cost: $150 members; $250 nonmembers
CPE: 8 (taxation)
Course Code: 28603426
Nassau Chapter Ethics CPA Update: General Ethics
When: Jan. 15, CPE only: 6:45 p.m. (6:30 p.m. check-in);
Cocktails: 5:30 p.m.; Dinner: 6:30 p.m. (5 p.m. check-in)

Where: Chateau Briand, 440 Old Country Road, Carle Place
Cost: $10 members; $20 nonmembers; For reception, dinner
and CPE, $70 members; $80 nonmembers
CPE: 2 (ethics)
Course Code: 42032415 (CPE session only); 45030412
(reception, dinner and CPE)
Note: When you sign up for the dinner, you will be
automatically placed into the CPE session.

Joint Nassau/Suffolk Cooperation with Bankers and
Other Credit Grantors Networking Event
An Evening of Networking with Special Guest John
Lizzo, LIA Economist
When: Jan. 30, 6–8:30 p.m.
Where: Crest Hollow Country Club, Woodbury
Cost: $60 per person ($70 at door)
Contact: Carol Pinto at cpinto@ck-co.com

QUEENS/BROOKLYN

Where Succession Planning Meets Business Valuation
When: Jan. 15, 6:30–8:30 p.m.
Where: St. John’s University, Jamaica, Queens
Cost: Free
CPE: 2 (advisory services)
Contact: Akshay Shrimanker at shaycpa@gmail.com

ROCHESTER

3rd Annual CPA Indoor Sand Volleyball Tournament
When: Jan. 4, 9:30 a.m.
Where: Hot Shots Volleyball Club, 1046 University Ave.
Cost: $30 members; $35 nonmembers
Course Code: 45050406
Contact: www.NOVAEventManagement.com
Before the Software: Training on 1040
Preparation by Hand
When: Jan. 11, 8:45 a.m.–3 p.m.
Where: Monroe Golf Club, 155 Golf Ave., Pittsford
Cost: $50 members; $60 nonmembers
Course Code: 29056408
Contact: Michelle Towner at mtowner@kodcpas.com

Where: Albrecht, Viggiano, Zureck & Company,
25 Suffolk Court, Hauppauge
Cost: $20 per person (dinner provided by Tropical
Smoothie Café)
Contact: Wendy Valentino at wvalentino@cohengreve.com
Joint Nassau/Suffolk Cooperation with Bankers
and Other Credit Grantors Networking Event
An Evening of Networking with Special Guest John Lizzo,
LIA Economist
When: Jan. 30, 6–8:30 p.m.
Where: Crest Hollow Country Club, Woodbury
Cost: $60 per person ($70 at door)
Contact: Carol Pinto at cpinto@ck-co.com

UTICA

CPA, Bankers and Attorneys Dinner
When: Jan. 30, 6–8:30 p.m.
Where: Fort Schuyler Club, 254 Genesee St.
Cost: $50 per person
Course Code: 45100403
Contact: Eileen F. Hamlin at Eileen@fdwcpa.net

WESTCHESTER

The Allied Professionals Networking Breakfast Event
When: Jan. 22, 7:30–9:30 a.m.
Where: Doral Arrowwood
Cost: $35 per person
CPE/Course Code: (pending)
Contact: Catherine Censullo at
Catherine.censullo@cmcensullocpa.com
Annual Golf Outing and Networking Event
When: May 13
Where: Glen Arbor Golf Club, 234 Bedford Center Road,
Bedford Hills
Contact: Jeff Schwartz at jeff@stantonandleone.com
Check the website for pricing.
Young CPA Wine Tasting Event
When: May 15

SUFFOLK

Network in the Tropics (a.k.a Hauppauge)
When: Jan. 9, 6–8 p.m.

?

TAX STRINGER

An NYSSCPA publication for tax pros written by tax pros.

On the first of each month, top CPAs, attorneys and other professionals write about the latest and most important tax developments for the members of the NYSSCPA in The Tax Stringer, the NYSSCPA’s
electronic tax newsletter. From the tax implications of the ACA, to the recent controversy over the MCTMT, to special New York rules for flow-through entities, The Tax Stringer covers it all.
To sign up for this free member-only publication, go to highroadsolution.com/nysscpa_preference_center/EmailSearch.aspx
Then type in your email. You will see a list of NYSSCPA publications. Just check The Tax Stringer—and any other NYSSCPA publications you’d like to receive—and The Tax Stringer will arrive in your
inbox starting with the next issue.
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Adirondack wraps up 2013 with tax conference, informative speakers
BY JACQUELINE E. MILLER
Adirondack Chapter President

tion events. We were fortunate to have a series of informative speakers on hand
for the day, starting with Suzanne
he Adirondack Chapter
Reusch from the New York
wrapped up the season
State Department of Taxation
on Nov. 22 with its anand Finance. Susan Marksnual Tax Conference at
Jensky from the Internal RevCrowne Plaza in Lake Placid. The
enue Service followed, and Mark
conference had a fantastic turnDeRosa, who works in the health
JACQUELINE E. MILLER
out. Thank you for your continued Adirondack Chapter President care industry, brought the group
support of our continuing educaup to speed regarding late-break-

T

ing changes on the horizon. Kirsten Darrah
from the Plattsburgh Social Security office
reviewed retirement options, while Neil
Gilberg from the Workers’ Compensation
Board enlightened us with examples of “true
employees” versus independent contractors.
Barbara S. Dwyer wrapped up the day with
a few “need-to-know” tax tips and Nathan
Farkas, our incoming chapter president, offered a few words to the participants. Our
objective for the program was to offer good

local continuing education for members, and
we succeeded.
As outgoing president, I would like to
extend my sincere appreciation to all those
individuals I have had the pleasure to work
with. Thank you all for your patience and for
supporting and assisting me along the way. I
am grateful to have had the opportunity to
serve as the Adirondack Chapter president.
jmiller@pmhvcpa.com

Buffalo cosponsors popular tax institute, plans for spring events
Our Young CPA group sponsored a holiday networking event at Chef ’s Restaurant on Dec. 3; the proceeds of the
he Buffalo Chapter was
event benefitted the Hunters
extremely busy in DeHope Foundation. Young and
cember. In order to
not-so-young CPAs were in atproperly assist our clients
tendance to support this importwith year-end tax planning, the
ant not-for-profit organization in
chapter cosponsored the Annual
our area. Our thanks to Ashley
Tax Practitioner Institute with PATRICIA A. MCGRATH Blecha and her committee for
the University at Buffalo School Buffalo Chapter President their assistance in this event!
of Management on Dec. 3. We
The Members in Industry
appreciate the efforts put forth by Phillip Committee teamed up with our friends
F. Gallson and his committee in organizing from Internal Auditing on Dec. 12 to disthis very successful event.
cuss retirement plan auditing at the Hotel
BY PATRICIA A. MCGRATH
Buffalo Chapter President

T

Lafayette. The CPE event included a social hour, as well as a happy hour before
and after the session. Richard M. Brennan
leveraged his CPA and IIA connections to
organize this event.
Our Small MAP Committee, led by
Christine A. Learman, continues to meet
using an interesting “day after” schedule.
The day after is defined as the day after the
next tax reporting deadline. This strategy
has served them well, and their committee is working on several projects relevant
to smaller accounting firms. Further, the
committee is hosting the Annual IRS/NYS
update on Jan. 7.

Please mark your calendars for the following events:
• April 22—Education Night at Salvatore’s
• July 22–23—Summer Symposium.
The holidays have concluded, we have
passed the shortest day of the year and we
are looking straight into the eyes of the
2014 busy season. May we all experience
a simple busy season and may our clients
understand the impact of the tangible property regulations without many follow-up
telephone calls.
Happy January 2014!
pmcgrath@tsacpa.com

Manhattan/Bronx marks the end of another successful year
and was simultaneously made available to
participants via teleconference. Each method
yielded active participation from the
appy New Year! I hope
audience. The audience learned
everyone had a nice
from a distinguished panel that
holiday season and was
was moderated by Past Chapter
able to spend time with
President Roman Z. Matatov
friends and family. This time of
and consisted of Anthony M.
year I always seem to reminisce
Bracco, co-practice leader of Anchin,
about what happened in the priBlock & Anchin’s Litigation,
BARBARA A. MARINO
or year, and 2013 was a busy and Man/Bronx Chapter President Forensic and Valuation Services
successful one for the Manhattan/
Group; Jay Dawdy, president
Bronx Chapter. We organized over 25 social of Gryphon Strategies; and Aloke Ghosh,
and CPE events. This never could have been Ph.D, academic director of the executive MS
accomplished without the dedication and in financial statement analysis and professor
support from our chapter board members, of accounting at Baruch College’s Zicklin
committee members, speakers, sponsors and School of Business.
NYSSCPA staff. I want to thank all of you
Topics discussed by the panel included
who helped make our 2013 events successful, defining financial forensics; how and why a
and I look forward to working with you again practitioner would begin performing such
in 2014.
services; the impact of focusing on a service
We ended 2013 with a few noteworthy or industry niche within financial forensics;
events. On Oct. 28, our chapter held the first considering nonfinancial, ancillary skills; and
of a five-part series on financial forensics. Part the types of clients encountered in practice.
one focused on providing the audience with Queries from the audience included specific
an overview of, and career opportunities and questions such as where one should search
trajectories in, this area of practice for CPAs. for business valuation career opportunities,
This two-credit CPE event was held live at the and musings about how performing financial
NYSSCPA’s new Wall Street headquarters forensics could be viewed by the practitioner
BY BARBARA A. MARINO
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter President

H

as a positive, constructive, value-adding
service, despite the combative and disputedriven nature of the litigation services
industry.
The Manhattan/Bronx Chapter is pleased
to present this five-part series focusing on this
high-growth practice area’s overview, service
offerings, industry-specific issues, practice
management and future. We look forward to
seeing you at the remaining four events being
held in 2014, which will address industry and
service specializations ( Jan. 9 and Feb. 28),
practice management issues (April), and the
outlook (May) specific to this rewarding, fun
and challenging practice niche.
On Nov. 6, over 50 people registered to
attend our annual ethics session, which was
sponsored by Investors Bank. The session was
well received and participants were engaged
in the presentation given by Brad Pryba from
the NYSSCPA.
On Dec. 4, the YCPA Committee held
its annual Toys for Tots and Networking
event at Midtown 1015. YCPA Committee
Co-Chairs Michael E. Shuster and Jordan
S. Frey did a great job organizing the event.
Over 60 people, including NYSSCPA President J. Michael Kirkland, Manhattan/Bronx
Treasurer Margaret M. Hannon, YCPA

board members Frey, Belayet Khan, Shuster
and Scott D. Steckel, came out to network
and raise money for a wonderful cause. Raffle
prizes were awarded from our sponsors Zog
Sports, Irish Exit Bar and Public House. The
event raised over $1,500 for the Toys for Tots
organization.
We already have a few events scheduled
in January 2014. Please put them on your
calendar:
• Jan. 9—Forensic Series, Part 2: Service
Focus
• Jan. 13—In Your Job Search Learn How
to Communicate with Power, Purpose and
Confidence
• Jan. 14—SEC Enforcement
As always, please check our Web
page regularly for updates, as well as our
Facebook page, facebook.com/?sk=welcome#!/
ManhattanBronxChapter. Select “Events” to
see upcoming activities.
Are you interested in serving on the
Manhattan/Bronx Chapter Board? If so,
please send me an email at the address
below so I can pass your name along to our
nominating committee or respond directly to
them when you receive their notice soliciting
nominations.
bmarino@thehackettgroup.com
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Nassau reflects on a year well spent
BY SCOTT SANDERS
Nassau Chapter President

presented an outstanding program over
three days in November, using some
of our chapter members as speakers
ith the holidays
for the event.
behind us and tax
This month, on Jan. 15, we
season soon aphave our annual CPA Ethproaching, it is time
ics Update in conjunction with
to look back on 2013 and see what
our managing partners meetthe Nassau Chapter has achieved
ing held at Chateau Briand in
SCOTT SANDERS
Nassau
Chapter
President
for our members over the last seven
Carle Place. Please visit our webmonths during my presidency:
site for additional information
• June 2013—Ellen Gordon Run/Walk and registration for the event. On Jan. 30, we
Event and COAP Event at Adelphi
are holding our joint Nassau/Suffolk Bank• August 2013—Annual Golf Outing
ers Meeting at the Crest Hollow Country
• September 2013—Bankers Meeting
Club in Woodbury. I will report more on this
• October 2013—Student Night
next month but, in the past, this has been
• November  2013—Attorneys/Accoun- one of the most well-attended events during
tants Night and Annual Blood Drive
the year. Please come out and join us!
In addition to these chapter events, our
One additional note I would like to mencommittees have put together in excess of 30 tion is the creation of the chapter’s Finantechnical meetings to educate our members. cial Literacy Committee and its first event
Also, our Young CPA Committee has put scheduled for May 3, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
together several successful events in 2013, at Commerce Plaza in Levittown. This comincluding our holiday networking charita- mittee, which is composed of more than 20
ble event, held on Dec. 12, to raise funds for creative individuals, gets together each month
Ronald McDonald House Charities.
to brainstorm on how they can make financial
I extend a heartfelt thank you to the officers, literacy fun and enjoyable for young children,
board and all committee chairs for working so while teaching them the basics of money. I
diligently in 2013. I look forward to complet- commend this committee on its progress to
ing my term as president, as attendance at our date and look forward to its inaugural event.
events continues to grow and we continue to
As productive a year 2013 was with our
raise funds for several worthwhile causes, such new committees, our improved newsletter,
as scholarships, COAP and Island Harvest. I our new newsletter/PR firm and a renewed
would also like to thank the National Con- interest by many members this past year, I am
ference of CPA Practitioners (NCCPAP) for looking forward to raising the bar in 2014 to
once again reaching out to the Nassau Chap- benefit all of our chapter members.
ter and allowing us to serve as its partner at
I wish you all the best for a happy and
the Long Island Tax Professionals Sympo- healthy 2014!
sium in November 2013. The NCCPAP also
ssanders@st-cpas.com

W

Northeast event builds relationships
BY PATRICK HUGHES
Northeast Chapter
Cooperation with Bankers Committee Chair

O

n Nov. 6, the Northeast Chapter
hosted its annual CPA Banker Dinner and Ethics Update. I
am a big believer that when we
work together with other professionals, we
can create a limitless number of opportunities and build long-term relationships. The
annual CPA Banker Dinner is one of the
chapter’s premier events for building those
professional relationships and creating new
opportunities to work together.
The event started with a two-hour ethics
update CPE session, presented by Kevin J.
McCoy, a past chapter president. A hallmark
of the public accounting profession is its commitment to professional ethics and protecting
the public interest. The session provided attendees with an update on the fundamental
concepts underlying their ethical responsibilities and increased the attendees’ awareness of

critical standards and regulations.
Following the CPE session was a cocktail
hour, which was a great opportunity for local
banking and accounting professionals to reconnect with former colleagues and to build
new professional relationships.
The evening concluded with dinner and
the keynote address by Mark Baker, vice
president of employee benefits at Cool Insurance Agency. Mark gave the group a very
timely and informative update on the evolving landscape of health care reform.
If you are interested in helping to organize
or sponsor next year’s CPA Banker Dinner,
or in learning more about the Cooperation
with Bankers Committee, please contact me
at the email address below. Keep an eye out
for information regarding our Golf Outing
planned for May. This event will give you another opportunity to connect with other professionals in the Capital Region, in addition
to supporting education in accounting. Have
a great tax season. See you in the spring!
phughes@uhy-us.com
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Where succession planning meets business valuation
BY EDWARD F. ESPOSITO
Queens/Brooklyn Chapter President

of the school’s professors: Mark Ulrich, a
past chapter president and current Society
board member, and Benjamin R. Silliman,
ur chapter hosted its annual
our chapter’s vice president. It inEthics Town Hall meetcluded a delicious dinner, paid for
ing at St. John’s Uniby our sponsor Jimmy Quan, a
versity on Nov. 13. We
certified financial planner for
were very happy to have our SociMerrill Lynch Wealth Manety President J. Michael Kirkland
agement and a Gulf War veteran
speak to us, along with Executive
stationed overseas for eight years.
Director Joanne S. Barry and DiOur chapter will be runEDWARD F. ESPOSITO
rector of Member Relations Lisa Queens/Brooklyn Chapter President ning its fifth CPE event for the
Axisa. Our speaker for the event
year—the topic is “Where Sucwas Brad Pryba, counsel to the NYSSCPA cession Planning Meets Business Valuation.”
and the FAE. The event was free, thanks to The session will introduce the topics of sucSt. John’s University, and was hosted by two cession planning, buy-sell agreements, and

O

business valuation. It is a two-hour course
that will cover real-life stories where there
were no succession plans or buy-sell agreements, a case where succession planning and
buy-sell agreements were successfully implemented and an introduction to the technical area of business valuation. This course is
designed for CPAs who are planning retirement and for your business clients who are
retiring and need to sell or pass the business
to their heirs. The event will include dinner
paid for by our sponsor, Jimmy Quan.
We recently nominated Vincent J.
Romolo as Director of the Queens/Brooklyn Chapter. He earned his bachelor’s degree
in accounting from SUNY Old Westbury

and possesses more than 12 years of experience in tax and consulting services to individuals and closely held businesses. Vincent
advises construction contractors, real estate
professionals and various other service industries. He looks forward to contributing
to the chapter in his new role. Our chapter
now has four new directors who were never
involved with the chapter before, along with
one new officer—you can say that we have a
lot of “new blood,” which is one of my goals.

edcpa@me.com

Rockland biz plan competition helps students build skills
BY MITCHELL L. GUSLER
Rockland Chapter Past President

O

n Dec. 6, the NYSSCPA Rockland
County Chapter and the Rockland
Community College Business
Department co-hosted an Entrepreneurial Business Plan Competition for
area high school and college students. Teams
from each category were asked to develop a
business plan and PowerPoint presentation
for a business that the team believed would
be successful in Rockland County.
I, along with Dr. Martin Lecker, professor
of business at Rockland Community College,
coordinated the day’s events. Each winning

From left: Dr. Cliff L. Wood, Christine Cahill, Esq., Cedric Williams, Caitlin Zungoli, Mitchell L. Gusler, Nicole Bonanni,
Jeanine Grillo and Dr. Martin Lecker award Team 2 from St. Thomas Aquinas College $1,000 for their Undergraduate
Sound Music Program.

team was awarded a $1,000 grand prize. The
prize money and lunch were sponsored by
the Rockland County Chapter.
The competition this year brought teams

from four area high schools. The winning
team from North Rockland High School
consisted of Alana Rajchgot and Amanda
Giudice. Their plan was for a bracelet pill

holder, a piece of costume jewelry that would
store pills for people on the go. St. Thomas
Aquinas College entered the contest for the
first time. Its members, Cedric Williams,
Caitlin Zungoli, Nicole Bonanni and Jeanine
Grillo, presented the “Undergraduate Sound
Music Program,” which would provide concert performing opportunities to college students who are musically inclined, in hopes
that their talents might lead to a music career.
This entry was chosen as the winner of its
category.

mgusler@rifkincpa.com

World of Accounting continues to be a hit with students
BY MICHAEL D. DESMOND
Rochester Chapter President

Digests. I’m pleased to share the following account of the chapter’s 14th Annual
World of Accounting (WoA) event held in
elcome to the new year and, November, which comes to us from Kenneth
for many, the start
O. Hall, the World of Accounting
of tax season. Our
Committee chair:
chapter’s
winter
The WoA event was held
schedule starts with events sponon Nov. 15, and it proved to
sored by the Young CPA Combe one of the most successmittee: the 3rd annual CPA Inful on record. More than 200
door Sand Volleyball Tournament
students and teachers from 12
on Jan. 4, and “Before the Soft- MICHAEL D. DESMOND Rochester-area high schools
ware: Training on 1040 Prepa- Rochester Chapter President participated and were treated to
ration by Hand” on Jan. 11. For
presentations from accounting
3 CPE credits, “Before the Software” gives professionals (many of them NYSSCPA
participants an overview of basic individu- members) in all disciplines of accounting
al tax return preparation and takes a closer careers, including Harry Howe, director and
look at a complex “Shoe Box” 1040 scenario. professor at SUNY Geneseo, and five current
Additional information on these and future college accounting students who shared their
events is available on the Rochester Chapter experiences in college and provided rich enwebsite and in the biweekly Chapter Event thusiasm for their career choice. This was fol-

W

lowed by a popular recurring session, led by
chapter Past President Cheryl L. Yawman,
which featured two mock interviews with
college students, one with great polish and
poise followed by one that contained many
flubs and fouls.
The day progressed with a panel discussion
featuring three recent college graduates—
two working in public accounting firms and
one in the corporate sector—who shared
their insights and the delights of working in
the accounting profession at such a young
age. From here, the students heard from
chapter Vice President Matthew P. Bryant,
controller of PharmaSmart International,
Inc., and (William) Chris Martusewicz,
controller of Toshiba Business Solutions,
who spoke of the challenges and rewards of
their careers in the private sector. To balance
out the offering, two members of the IRS
Criminal Investigation Division stopped by

to share their action-packed careers fighting
crime by following the money and emphasized the endless excitement and intrigue.
Another highlight of the day was the tour
of the accounting firm Mengel Metzger
Barr & Co., whose 12th-floor office evoked
many “oohs and aahs” from the high school
students. This was followed by lunch and a
mailbag session featuring the WoA Committee, chapter President-elect Antoinette
Spina and Michelle M. Cain, who answered questions and handed out goodies to
the students who posed them. Thanks go out
to the Rochester Chapter WoA Committee
including members William H. Dresnack,
Thomas C. Zuber, Harry Howe, Matt
Bryant and Peter D. Borrelli, who put in
many hours planning and programming this
event to ensure it went off without a hitch.
mike@heveroncpa.com
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For 2014, Utica looks to build on a string of successes
BY BRIAN REESE
Utica Chapter President

This fall, we held many quality CPE
seminars including an eight-hour
Accounting & Auditing seminar,
tica Chapter board
presented by Renee Rampulla;
members
met
in
an eight-hour tax and financial
mid-December for our
planning seminar, presented by
annual
dinner/board
John Evanich (a former Conmeeting, where we discussed some
necticut CPA Society president);
previous and upcoming events.
and a joint technical seminar with
BRIAN REESE
One thing that we all agreed Utica Chapter President the Syracuse Chapter on fraud
on is the continued success our
risk and prevention. Throughout
chapter is having. From monthly continued 2013, the Utica Chapter offered 30 hours of
education offerings to social professional quality CPE to its members.
events, the chapter is continuing to make
I would also like to thank our YCPA
strides forward.
chairs, Maria Suppa and Michelle

U

Roberts, for coordinating another great
YCPA poker night. This year’s event was
held at the F.X. Matt Brewing Company
with other young business professionals. A
great time was had by all. The YCPA Committee collected over 20 pounds of nonperishables at the event which were donated to
our local Rescue Mission.
As tax season is soon approaching we
have a few social events I would like to
mention. Our annual CPA, Banker and
Attorney networking mixer will be held on
Jan. 30 at the Fort Schuyler Club. This is
always our most well-attended event and a
great way to mingle with local professionals

whom we deal with on a daily basis. Also,
on Jan. 17 we will be having our first annual
Utica Comets hockey night; the new team
will be host the Albany Devils. For more
information on both of these events, please
check the Chapter Digest and our chapter
website.
I hope everyone had a great holiday and
happy New Year.

brian@fdwcpa.net

Westchester Chapter reviews its progress, sets new goals
BY GINA LINSS
Westchester Chapter President

year to date, we have hosted an open house
for the Accountants in Industry, Local Practitioners, Young CPAs and
appy New Year! It is
Tax Committees. My goal for my
that time of year again
remaining term is to hold one
when we need to take
more open house for the Acsome time for ourselves
counting and Auditing Principles
and sit back and think of a New
Committee.
Year’s resolution—a promise
My second goal is for the
GINA LINSS
to ourselves, loved ones or colWestchester Chapter Young CPA
Westchester Chapter President
leagues to change for the better
Committee to add some new
or to achieve a specific goal.
ideas and events to enforce and continue our
On May 15, at our Annual President’s outreach to local colleges and those students
Dinner and Reception held at the Willow who are majoring in accounting—including
Ridge Country Club in Harrison, I stat- graduate students—and are focused on obed three goals that I wish to accomplish taining their CPA licenses. We have a few
during my term as president. My first goal new and fun ideas in the developmental
was to organize and invite all members to stage. I will keep you posted on our advancean open house for each of the larger West- ment in future articles.
chester Chapter committees. So far, for the
Lastly, my third goal for the year is to in-

H

crease chapter participation in local charity
events. On Dec. 13, the Young CPA Committee donated its time by volunteering at
the Food Bank of Westchester in Elmsford,
from 1 to 3 p.m. ‘Tis the season of giving,
so if you are interested in volunteering,
please contact Edward A. Wells at EWells@
pscpafirm.com. An additional event is being organized by one of our chapter’s board
members, Gina Goodenow. I will keep you
posted on the details.
On Jan. 14, the Westchester Chapter will
be hosting a Managing Partners Meeting.
This is a wonderful opportunity to come and
meet the NYSSCPA officers, your chapter
board members and fellow managing partners. I encourage you all to attend. It will be
held at 8 a.m. at the Renaissance Westchester Hotel, located at 80 West Red Oak Lane,
White Plains. Please look for an invitation

in the near future—I look forward to seeing
you all there. Please contact me with any
questions you may have using the email address below.
Please save the dates for the following events:
• Jan. 14—Managing Partners Meeting, Renaissance Westchester Hotel, White
Plains, NY
• Jan. 22—Allied Professionals (1 CPE
credit seminar) on LinkedIn, Doral Arrowwood, Rye Brook
• May 13—Annual golf outing and networking event, Glen Arbor Golf Club, Bedford Hills
• May 15—Young CPA wine tasting event.

glinss@citrincooperman.com
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What’s the biggest lesson
you learned in
NICOLE MAYERS
Southern Tier Chapter

It’s part professional and part personal in nature. When I
look back on the past year, the biggest lesson I learned
is that you don’t just need to enjoy what you do for a
living, but where and how you do it as well, in order
to be successful. I recently changed jobs, going from
one firm to another, and 2013 was my first full year
working with my new company. It’s such a different
environment—it has a better work-life balance, which is
very important to me—and now I like what I do even
more. Your job is important, but so is your personal life.
nmayers@vapc.us

REBECCA M. ORTIZ
Syracuse Chapter

I learned how much of an impact staff turnover has
on a firm. It’s a problem because when people leave,
they take all of their skills and experience with them,
and it can take a while before a new person is trained
and brought up to speed. While we all try our best to
recruit and retain talented people, you can never really
guarantee that someone will be there next year. So, I’d
say the number one lesson I learned in 2013 is to be
prepared for the possibility that the staff member you
rely on may be gone, especially in today’s competitive
accounting environment. I think one way that this can be
ameliorated is to encourage, for lack of a better word,
cross-training, in order to make sure that if someone
leaves, you at least have someone else on staff who can
cover until you find a suitable replacement.
rortiz@tmdcpas.com

CHARLES HAKE
Buffalo Chapter

The number one lesson I learned in 2013 is that
making yourself available to students can be surprisingly
rewarding for both them and you. There is an endless
amount of information that professionals can provide
students—a number of things are overlooked by their
educators, most likely out of necessity. In November, I
and three other members of the Buffalo Chapter Young
CPAs Committee took time to visit Daemen College
and speak to the accounting students. The session was
geared toward providing information about passing
the CPA exam (by far our most popular topic), tips for
your first year in the profession and the benefits of
networking with other CPAs/professionals. The students
were extremely engaged throughout our discussions. I
recommend that, if possible, you take the time to visit
your local college/university and share your knowledge.
I know it sounds cliché, but offering advice to those
who are just entering the profession will help secure a
bright future not only for them, but for the accounting
profession as a whole.
charlie@abllpcpa.com

BY CHRIS GAETANO | Trusted Professional Staff

JOSEPH M. PANE
Staten Island Chapter

What I really learned in 2013 is to keep your eye on
expenses, because while the income you’ve got may not
be there in the future, you’ll pretty much always have
the costs. All sorts of things can happen in the course of
the year that can force you to quickly make appropriate
budget adjustments. Especially now, in this economy,
clients can go out of business or reduce their operations,
which means fewer services go out and less money
comes in. Because these are such uncertain times, you
need to keep looking at expenses and keep them as low
as possible, only spending on new things when you see
income increasing as well. I think the economy is going
to be slow for at least the next few years, so for both
CPAs and their clients, this sort of thinking is going to be
the new normal.
joseph@jmpcpa.com

JENNIFER PICKETT
Northeast Chapter

I learned that if you push yourself out of your comfort
zone, you’ll be amazed at what you can accomplish. One
of my goals for 2013 was to develop my teaching skills by
participating in more public speaking engagements. Like
many CPAs, I felt a tremendous amount of anxiety when
speaking in front of a crowd. I had no trouble writing a
speech in the comfort of my living room but when standing
in front of people, I would become so nervous I would shake
and be unable to speak effectively. I continued to challenge
myself in this area, especially after participating on a panel
of speakers at our chapter’s 2012 Student Night. I had
my speech written out and used it as a security blanket,
almost reading it to the audience. I was inspired by the other
speakers who seemed so confident and at ease delivering
their speeches, barely looking at their notes. I determined
to do better in 2013. When the time came for me to deliver
my speech again, I felt more prepared. I had read through
my notes many times and organized them better by writing
a heading at the top of each paragraph in bold letters. I still
had my security blanket, but this time I was more at ease. I
simply glanced at each heading and spoke about each topic
in turn, keeping almost constant eye contact with my
audience. In 2014, I’ll further develop this important skill
by teaching a graduate-level course in accounting at the
University at Albany. I’ve learned that persistence and
dedication pay off. If you want something badly enough,
and keep working at it, you can turn every failure into a
successful learning experience.
jjp@lcszcpa.com
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FAE 2014 Web Events

AICPA Pricing Schedule
For AICPA-developed courses, the following pricing schedule applies.

If you are:

8-hour course

16-hour course

A member of both AICPA and NYSSCPA:
Only a member of the NYSSCPA:
Only a member of the AICPA:
A member of neither AICPA nor NYSSCPA:

$305
$335
$430
$460

$475
$535
$600
$660

For 4-hour courses, see course description for price information.
For details, refer to the registration information on www.nysscpa.org.

According to New York State Regulations,
courses may only be categorized as the
following fields of study for CPE accreditation:
Accounting
Advisory Services
Auditing
Ethics
Specialized Knowledge
Taxation

AC
AD
AU
E
SK
T

Courses that have a concentration in more
than one field of study are labeled with
the quantity of credits that apply to each
category.

KEY

GEOGRAPHIC

AREA

LOCATION
FIELD OF STUDY
Course Title
Course Description
Field of Study Course Code
Site
Developer
Member Fee/Nonmember Fee

FEBRUARY 2014

WEB EVENTS

ADVISORY SERVICES

ADVISORY SERVICES

Family Office Conference
AD/4
25300411
Citi Executive Conference Center
Foundation for Accounting Education
$245\$310

Family Office Conference (WEBCAST)
AD/4
35300411
Foundation for Accounting Education
$195\$260

02/05

Simple. Easy. Convenient.
Experience FAE Web Events from the convenience of
your home or office. Simply attend the Web Event at the
scheduled time and earn your CPE certificate immediately
following the event!

Date

The FAE delivers the following programs to help CPAs in all practice areas, including those working in government, industry and academia, satisfy their New York state calendar-year continuing professional education requirements. To search
within New York City, refer to Manhattan/Bronx. To search within Albany, refer to Northeast. For the most up-to-date
events information, visit www.nysscpa.org or call 800-537-3635. SIGN UP TODAY!

MANHATTAN/BRONX

FAE’s Upcoming
Live Web Events

02/05

Help us recruit qualified high school students for COAP 2014
The Career Opportunities in the Accounting Profession (COAP) program
is an important component of the Foundation for Accounting Education’s
efforts to recruit minorities into the accounting profession.
Held on college campuses across New York State, COAP is a three- to
five- day accounting program for high school juniors.

For more information:
Contact the Foundation for Accounting Education at 1-800-NYSSCPA
or email us at coap@nysscpa.org. We also have plenty of info at
www.nysscpa.org/futurecpas.

Taxation of Financial Instruments Conference
Tuesday, January 7, 2014, 8:30 a.m.–4:45 p.m.

SEC Conference
Thursday, January 23, 2014, 8:50 a.m.–5:10 p.m.

Leadership Styles: Applied Leadership Skills
for Business Managers
Thursday, January 9, 2014, 12:00–2:00 p.m.

Surgent McCoy’s Advanced Technical Tax
Forms Training—Form 1040 Issues
Friday, January 24, 2014, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

New York State Department of Taxation and
Finance Online Services
Friday, January 10, 2014, 8:30–11:30 a.m.

Surgent McCoy’s Advanced Technical Tax
Forms Training—LLCs, S Corporations, and
Partnerships
Saturday, January 25, 2014, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

Surgent McCoy’s Preparing Individual Tax
Returns for New Staff and Paraprofessionals
Monday, January 13, 2014, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Surgent’s Complete Guide to Preparing Limited
Liability Company, Partnerships, and
S Corporation Federal Income Tax Returns
Tuesday, January 14, 2014, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
36th Annual Nonprofit Conference
Thursday, January 16, 2014, 8:20 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
FAE’s 2014 Individual Tax Return Preparation
Boot Camp
Friday, January 17, 2014, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Renee Rampulla’s Accounting and Auditing
Boot Camp
Tuesday, January 21, 2014, 9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Employee Benefits Conference
Wednesday, January 22, 2014, 8:30 a.m.–5:00 p.m.

The 2013 Nonprofit Audit Risk Alert
Monday, January 27, 2014, 12:00–1:00 p.m.
Effective Auditor Presentations to Nonprofit
Governing Boards
Monday, January 27, 2014, 1:30–3:30 p.m.
Tri-State Taxation Conference
Tuesday, January 28, 2014, 8:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m.
Residence Tax Issues
Wednesday, January 29, 2014, 9:00–11:00 a.m.
International Taxation Conference:
Introductory Issues
Thursday, January 30, 2014, 8:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m.
International Taxation Conference:
Intermediate/Advanced Issues
Friday, January 31, 2014, 8:30 a.m.–5:30 p.m.
Family Office Conference
Wednesday, February 5, 2014, 8:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m.

To register, and for more information on these Web Events,
please visit www.nysscpa.org/e-cpe.
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z CLASSIFIEDS
PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Rotenberg Meril, Bergen County’s largest
independent accounting firm, wants to expand
its New York City practice and is seeking
merger/acquisition opportunities in Manhattan.
Ideally, we would be interested in a high quality
audit and tax practice, including clients in the
financial services sector, such as broker dealers,
private equity and hedge funds. An SEC audit
practice would be a plus. Contact Larry Meril
at lmeril@rmsbg.com, 201-487-8383,
to further discuss the possibilities.
Hudson Valley NY retirement minded
practitioner looking to merge or sell. Gross
revenues $500,000. cpapractice@frontier.com.

Lower Westchester CPA wants to associate with
young CPA or small CPA firm for transfer and
coverage. Accountingfirm17@gmail.com.

Well Established Diversified Atlantic Co. NJ
CPA Practice For Sale or Potential Merger.
Grossing 1.8 Mil.
Reply To: RichCPA0515@gmail.com.
Wall Street based and PCAOB registered

Professional Opportunities | Space for Rent | Situations Wanted | Peer Review Services | Professional Conduct
Expert Marketing Services | Business Services | Business Opportunities | Tax Consultancy

SITUATIONS WANTED

Looking to sell you practice? Ready
to retire? Would you like to get paid for
what your practice is worth? If you have
a client base of small businesses, and
would like to transition your practice to
a caring, efficient, outstanding CPA firm
with substantial experience in tax and
financial statement reporting get in touch
with us. Your clients will be treated very,
very well. Contact: elitecpas@gmail.com.

CPA seeks Broker/Dealer and or Investment

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Company Financial Statement preparation or

Westchester CPA firm seeks to acquire accounts and/

completion type work. john@jsmillercpa.com.

or practice. Retirement minded, sole practitioners,
and small firms welcome. High retention and client
satisfaction rates. Please call Larry Honigman at
(914) 762-0230, or e-mail Larry@dhcpas.biz.

New York City Metro Technical Accounting/
Auditing Pro seeks issues-oriented and financial
statements completion-type work, such as draft
footnotes and statement format, on a project
or other basis at a reasonable professional rate
for CPAs in need of this type of temporary
help. Also available for audit, reviews or
compilations workpaper or report review. Can
serve in SOX/PCAOB concurring partner
review function or independent monitoring
function under new Engagement Quality
Review (EQR) in years between smaller firm
AICPA Peer Reviews. Call 516-448-3110.

PEER REVIEW SERVICES

SPACE FOR RENT

PEER REVIEW SPECIALIZING IN

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE
THROUGHOUT MANHATTAN
300 square feet to 15,000 square feet.
Elliot Forest, Licensed Real Estate Broker,
212-447-5400.
650 rsf on 5th Avenue @ 34th St. $50 sf.
2 offices. Avenue views. 24/7 access.
Elliot @ 212-447-5400.
AAA PROFESSIONAL OFFICES FOR RENT.
NASSAU COUNTY. 1-, 2-, 3-room suites
facing Hempstead Tpke. FREE UTILITIES.
FREE FRONT PARKING.
516-735-6681.

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT PLANS
CIRA, BROKER DEALERS
INSPECTIONS & REVIEW SERVICES
JOHN M SACCO, CPA
JMSacco@SAccoManfre.com
914-273-6270
SACCO MANFRE CPA PLLC

Peer Review Services
HIGH QUALITY / PRACTICAL APPROACH
Peer reviews since 1990. Review teams with
recognized experts in the profession.
David C. Pitcher, CPA / Gregory A. Miller, CPA
DAVIE KAPLAN, CPA, P.C.
585-454-4161 www.daviekaplan.com

Host your next Conference or Meeting at the
New York State Society of CPAs
Located in the heart of the Financial District, NYSSCPA is
downtown’s newest state-of-the-art conference and meeting center.
Ask us about our special rates for first-time and multiple users
For more information please visit:
www.nysscpa.org/spacerental
For sales, availability and facility tours, contact
Kristin Sulfaro at ksulfaro@nysscpa.org, or (212) 719-8376.
14 Wall Street, 19th Floor, New York, New York, 10005.

BUSINESS SERVICES
NEED TO INCORPORATE?
Complete Incorporation Package Includes:
Preparation–State Filing Fees–
Corporate Kit via UPS
Registered Agent Services Available
NEED TO DISSOLVE or REINSTATE or
AMEND?
Qualified Staff to Help Accomplish
Your Corporate or LLC Goals!
All 50 States. Simply Call.
INTERSTATE DOCUMENT FILINGS INC.
Toll Free 800-842-9990
margenjid@yahoo.com

Seize a merger/acquisition opportunity with a number of benefits for you. Are you
tired of dealing with the day to day administrative issues of running a firm? We
are looking for firms ranging in size from $300,000 to $5,000,000 that are eager
to combine forces with us as we continue to grow across Northern New Jersey,
Westchester and the entire Hudson Valley region. Goldstein Lieberman & Company
is ideally situated to service all types of companies and industries throughout the
region. Visit us on the web at www.glcpas.com then email me—Phillip Goldstein,
CPA, managing partner at philg@glcpas.com or call me at (800) 839-5767 so
that we can have a strictly confidential conversation. Don’t wait—call today!

HELP WITH PREPARING
FOR PEER REVIEW
Special for NYSSCPA Members
Financial statement work, audit procedures,
workpapers, drafting footnotes.
Can act as your audit engagement quality
reviewer, manager or senior.
Everything you need to successfully
pass a peer review.
CALL SHIMON D. EINHORN, CPA
(917) 318-7498
s.einhorn@juno.com

Peer Review

We author it, we teach it, but most importantly,
we help you learn about practical peer review issues.
We are the only currently approved
(by the AICPA) trainer of peer review within New York State
If you need help, call us first.

NOWICKI AND COMPANY, LLP

716-681-6367

|

ray@nowickico.com
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Quality Control Services

Engage our dedicated team to assist your firm with:
• Engagement inspections and monitoring
• Design of quality control systems

Peer Review

We author it, we teach it, but most importantly,
we help you learn about practical peer review issues.
We are the only currently approved
(by the AICPA) trainer of peer review within New York State

Peer Review Services

If you need help, call us first.

• System reviews
• Engagement reviews

NOWICKI AND COMPANY, LLP

Vincent Gaudiuso, CPA
(212) 896-1920 | vgaudiuso@buchbinder.com
Buchbinder Tunick & Company LLP | Over 70 Years of Service

PEER REVIEWS
System Review
Audits / Yellow Book / Single Audit-A133
Engagement Review
Reviews / Compilations
Andrew Pieri, CPA
718-577-5052
516-209-4001
Andrew@PieriCPA.com
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NASSAU COUNTY /
NEW YORK CITY CPA FIRM
Established firm with offices in NYC and
Long Island, which has successfully
completed transactions in the past, seeks
to acquire or merge with either a young
CPA with some practice of his own or
a retirement-minded practitioner and/
or firm. Call partner at 516.328.3800 or
212.576.1829.

716-681-6367

|

ray@nowickico.com

TAX CONSULTANCY
SALES TAX, AUDITS, APPEALS,
& CONSULTATIONS. Experience:
Many years with New York State Sales
Tax Bureau as auditor and auditor supervisor.
Jack Herskovits. 718-436-7900.
INNOVATIVE STRATEGIES
for sales and use tax compliance, audits,
refunds, appeals, and bankruptcy.
Extensive multistate experience.
Jeffrey J. Coren, CPA
212-594-6970
SALES TAX, ISAAC STERNHEIM & CO.
Sales tax consultants, audits, appeals, &
consultations. Principals with many years of
experience as Sales Tax Bureau audit
supervisors. (718) 436-7900.

Sales Tax Problems?
Are you being audited?

Buxbaum Sales Tax Consultants
www.nysalestax.com
(845) 352-2211
(212) 730-0086
A Leading Authority in Sales & Use Tax
For the State of New York
• Sales Tax Audits –
Resolution with Client Satisfaction
• Tax Appeals Representation –
Results at the NYS Division of Tax
Appeals
• Collection Matters –
Resolving Old Debts & New Liabilities
• Refund Opportunities –
Recovering Sales & Use Tax
Overpayments
More than 40 years of successful results!
See our published decisions…

Free Evaluation
Former Head of NY
Sales Tax Division
• Audits • Appeals • Refund Claims •
* Reasonable fees *
(212) 563-0007 • (800) 750-4702
E-mail: lr.cole@verizon.net
LRC Group Inc.
Lawrence Cole, CPA
Nick Hartman

Now you can offer your clients
multi-state tax consulting services.
n Let us serve as your firm’s outsourced state & local tax / sales & use tax
experts, behind the scenes or directly with you and your clients.
n Our team has over 100 collective years of state & local tax experience, including Big 4 firms and industry.
n Team includes former state sales & use tax auditors.
n Experience working with CPA and law firms.
n National firm experience at competitive rates.
n Nexus services
n Audit representation
n M&A transactions

n Refund reviews
n Advisory services
n Research

Call Andy Toth, CPA, at 716.633.1373 or e-mail ajt@tsacpa.com to learn more.

Looking to sell you practice? Ready
to retire? Would you like to get paid for
what your practice is worth? If you have a
client base of small businesses, and would
like to transition your practice to a caring, efficient, outstanding CPA firm with
substantial experience in tax and financial
statement reporting get in touch with
us. Your clients will be treated very, very
well. Contact: elitecpas@gmail.com.

SALES TAX PROBLEMS?
More than 25 years of handling NYS
audits and appeals. CPAs, attorney, and
former NYS Sales Tax Auditor on staff.
All businesses, including service stations,
pizzerias, restaurants.
Free initial consultation.
Rothbard & Sinchuk LLP
516-454-0800, x204

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT EXPERT
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT EXPERT
Former Director Professional Discipline, 25 Years
Experience, Licensure, Discipline,
Restoration, Professional Advertising, Transfer of
Practice; AICPA and NYSSCPA
Proceedings, Professional Business Practice. Also
available in Westchester County
ROBERT S. ASHER, ESQ.
295 Madison Avenue,
New York, NY 10017
(212) 697-2950

DATA FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
Please submit all ads in typed form and indicate what section the ad should appear in.
CLOSING DATE:
We must receive the ad and payment not later than the 2nd Friday of the month preceding issue dates.
PAYMENTS:
Payment must accompany ads. There is no billing.
RATES:
Basic rate: $4.00 per word. $56 minimum—14 words.
WORD COUNT:
Symbols and abbreviations count as words. Box and phone numbers = 2 words; hyphenated words = 2 words.
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY AD:
21⁄4’’ x col. inch = $150.00 net.
All classifieds are noncommissionable.

Solutions Beyond the Obvious

www.tsacpa.com

For further information about advertising in the Classifieds Section
????

Join an NYSSCPA

Young CPA Committee
You are a licensed professional.
You try to realistically balance
between your work and your life.
Does this sound like you?
How would you like to unite with other CPAs who are in the same position as you?

Get connected...
Start making a bigger difference today, as you also reap the benefits of advancing career
goals, enhancing your leadership skills, and growing a valuable professional network.
Take advantage of a variety of opportunities in any of these areas:

8 Networking events
8 Community outreach
8 Committees and task forces
8 Professional education and CPE

Every chapter of the New York State Society of CPAs has a Young CPA committee,
and extends membership to young CPAs throughout the state.
Find out how to become involved by contacting Tekecha Morgan at tmorgan@nysscpa.org or call 212-719-8425.

